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ABSTRACT 
The primary objective of this thesis was to qualify the 
concept of cellular manufacturing as a viable operational 
philosophy for the ailing profitability of the Standard Pump 
Division of the Ingersoll-Rand Company. The cell methodol-
ogy of processing discrete components is considered to rep-
resent the best approach for American manufacturing enter-
prise to reduce working capital and product lead times, 
hence remain competitive in international markets. The 
design, implementation, and resultant effects of one such 
cell entity were the emphasis of this thesis. 
Quantitative results included inventory value reduc-
tions of 54% of all affected part types. Operational cost 
savings were $140,000 which represented 30% of I prior manu-
facturing cost for the components affected. Other observa-
tions include the changing philosophy of process planning to 
provide more flexibility as opposed to optimal metal removal 
rates. Finally, the amount of time investment required to 
train the manufacturing personnel was substantial, yet 
proved to be the leverage for building trust and confidence 
in a typically skeptical workforce. 
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CHAPTER 1 
BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION 
The Standard Pump Division of the Ingersoll Rand Com-
pany faces a myriad of problems commonly associated with 
many American manufacturing organizations. Serving a market 
that typically consumes $750,000,000 of product annually, 
the Standard Pump Division began to lose market share to 
foreign competition that offered superior quality products 
at significantly lower cost. The marketplace, already over-
crowded with domestic competition such as Goulds, Duree, and 
Worthington, began to demand aggressive price reductions to 
the point of driving many smaller suppliers from the busi-
ness. 
Productivity at the Standard Pump Division was low as 
. 
the United Steelworkers Union had a strong bargaining 
I pos1-
tion during the early 1980's in prosperous growth periods. 
In addition, the work rules included sixty seven distinct 
job classifications that nearly crippled the ability to man-
ufacture the components for assembly. This inflexible envi-
ronment created a management philosophy that dwelled on min-
imizing the direct labor input into the product. Time 
studies were used to set tight work standards, cutting con-
ditions were optimal but required elaborate setups, and sup-
ervision was absolutely required in all areas. The average 
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labor rate during 1984 was $10.69 per hour. 
Stand alone machining practices were the rule. Twenty 
seven pieces of NC and CNC equipment were interspersed with 
forty conventional machine tools and all machines were 
manned with an operator. 
After the downturn in new bookings, the division was 
faced with an overabundance of general purpose capacity that 
lacked flexibility and was underabsorbed. Like many other 
manufacturing entities across the country, management began 
looking for subcontract machining vendors domestically and 
abroad. Plans were made to turn the facility into an assem-
bly house with only job shop requirements placed on dwind-
ling and poorly maintained machining assets. 
By mid 1984, it was obvious that this strategy was 
failing. Inventory was valued at $16,500,000 on invoicings 
of $35,000,000. $3,500,000 of inventory was classified as 
obsolete and slow moving inventory (OSMI). Lead times for 
the most standard units rose to eight weeks and quality was 
non-existant. External failure costs were unacceptable and 
contributed to a cost of quality of 7.5% of invoicings. 
Ingersoll-Rand corporate realized that the plant was 
. 
near self destruction. While the competition was beginning 
to deal with the severe pricing pressures, the Standard Pump 
{' 
Division had lost control of its business. It was too 
inflexible and slow to react at the current level of subcon-
tract machining. 
,,, 
. I· 
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It was mandated that more machining be 
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performed within the facility, lower inventories maintained, 
and the cost structure addressed. 
It was recognized that the only feasible means of 
reclaiming work load was to install family of parts (group 
technology) machining cells. The benefits of cell manufac-
turing have been widely published, however the corporation 
adopted the philosophy of Ingersoll Engineers [3], a manu-
facturing consultant used by the corporation. The recog-
nized benefits are: I 
1. Inventory reduction. 
2. Efficiencies in machining processes due to compo-
nent similarities. 
3. Reduced component lead times. 
4. Simplification of scheduling algorithms. 
... 
The first attempt was selected to be barstock machin- ~ 
ing, which represented 10,000 man-hours of work subcon-
tracted at Landis Manufacturing Systems, a local job shop. 
The value of the material purchases was $·p00, 000 annually. 
I 
/ 
This extensive implementation was referred to as the "BAR-
CELL". 
As • an overview, the Standard Pump Division manufac-
tures different product lines: 
1. Centrifugal chemical pump, horizontally 
mounted. (HOC pump) 
' 
2. Centrifugal inliner chemical pump, ANSI governed. 
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(VOC pump) 
3. Centrifugal vertical immersion pump, ANSI gov-
erned. (ESP pump) 
4. Horizontal/close coupled 
centrifugal water pump. (H/HC pump) 
5. Horizontally split centrifugal utility 
pump. (S-line pump) 
6. Horizontally split dual centrifugal impeller util-
ity pump. (GT pump) 
7. Horizontally split dual centrifugal impeller util-
ity pump. (GTB pump) 
8. Glass reinforced polymer horizontal centrifugal 
pump. (GRP pump) 
9. Horizontal stroke reciprocating pump. (HS pump) 
All products are offered in a variety of wet end mate-
rial combinations ranging from thermoset polymers, ductile' 
iron, and stainless steel to hastalloy Band c. These eight 
product variations coupled to the available material offer-
ings pose a unique challenge to cell manufacturing. 
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CHAPTER 2 
APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM 
• 
The purpose of this thesis is to fully document and 
present the design and implementation of the BARCELL, the 
start of a many faceted solution to this domestic dilemma. 
The objectives of the BARCELL were to reduce raw bar-
stock and finished bar components to one half of the exist-
ing inventory value; to purchase and install state of the 
art equipment specifically for barstock part family machin-
: ing; to reduce the open order duration from the current 
eight weeks to five days; to regain production control over 
previously subcontracted components, thereby reducing the 
number of stockouts at assembly. 
Historical barstock component machining methods at the 
Standard Pump Division were established by technicians whose 
primary goal was to minimize the aggregate direct labor time 
(per • piece time) . Setups were designed with as much rigi-
dity as possible without regard for flexibility and time 
consumption. owing to this fact, quantities were driven as 
high as possible to absorb this setup penalty. The result 
was that • in-process and final inventories were driven to 
very high levels. The first: and foremost task was to re-
educate the technical staff to realize that inventory reduc-
tions were bonafide savings and that monies not invested 
I in 
inventories would either positively impact the balance sheet 
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or could be reinvested. Certainly, this re-education pro-
cess proved to be very tedious for an organization that had 
seen good success dwelling on direct labor cost reductions. 
The next task was to establish an aggressive project 
plan with a realistic deadline for operation. All func-
tional managers would quickly be required to commit to the 
schedule and involve a representative from their department 
to attend project team meetings. The project team was 
heavily weighted with Manufacturing Engineering personnel to 
handle the remethodization and progressive wo~kholding con-
cepts inherent .. in cell manufacturing. 
In order to construct and operate an efficient BARCELL, 
specific goals were established for this first cell entity. 
Inventory minimization being paramount, the processes needed 
the flexibility to be changed from job A to job Bin theor-
etically zero time duration. If this was accomplished, job 
quantities could effectively be reduced to one. 
Another approach to the current manufacturing 
I 
environ-
ment was to create ownership within the BARCELL and eventu-
ally throughout the labor force through future cells. By 
specifying that selected barstock components would be manu-
factured from raw material to finished component ("womb to 
tomb"), including quality responsibility for the cell out-
put, all departmental boundaries would be demolished. In 
essence, control of the business, although a limited part of 
it, would be put back into the hands of the bargaining unit 
7 
, I 
I 
employee. The created ownership within the proposed BARCELL 
• 
would be key. 
The establishment of part families that co,1ld be sup-
plied to one of the sixteen standard pump products was nec-
essary. Part families defined in this case as those compo-
nents that fit a machine configuration and can be machined 
in the BARCELL with minimal setup penalty. ,In addition, the 
machine tools and methods necessary to accomplish this flex-
ibility are within the scope of this thesis. 
Lastly, the relation of the BARCELL operation to the 
shipment • • • pr1or1t1es and the existing environmer1t had to be 
analyzed and interfaces defined. 
8 
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CHAPTER 3 
DESIGN CRITERIA 
The Standard Pump Division purchases barstock in random 
lengths up to 20 feet. These lengths are stored on racks in 
discrete inventoried locations along with angle iron, square 
stock, schedule 40 pipe, and other wrought products. The 
inventory of the raw bar was valued at $100,000 prior to the 
implementation. 
Bar component requirements are generated through an MRP 
system with a typical lead time being 8 to 10 weeks. A pick 
card was generated from the system to authorize an inventory 
issue of the proper length of bar to be reported as WIP and 
depleted from inventory on-hand. The physical issue of 
stock was executed by a manual saw operator who would 
retrieve the stock from the location indicated on the pick 
card. The stock was then carried, via large overhead crane, 
to the manual handsaw and cut to component length as speci-
fied by the route card accompanying the pick card in what 
was referred to as a job packet. The route card was gener-
ated by the· IE department and usually took three days to be 
released. 
The containerized bar slugs would then be moved via 
forklift to any one of a number of lathes for turning. 
Since quantities reflected approximately five months usage, 
the lathe would be setup for the first side turning aper-
9 
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~ion and all parts completed on this operation. At this 
point, the parts were accumulating significant work-in-
process value and would nonetheless wait until all pieces 
were completed before advancing to the next operation. 
After the second operation, the typical bar component 
required a milling or drilling operation before travelling 
to a bench operation for etching (part number, shop order 
number, material) and washing/preserving for long term sto-
rage. The parts would then travel to final inspection and 
remain in a significant gµeue for at least two weeks, then 
'I 
into the AS/RS for future use. Only then was the shop order 
reported as closed and the inventory records updated. Parts 
sometimes travelled as much as one mile through the facil-
ity. The work-in-process inventory was valued at $75,000, 
with a finished component value of $225,000 for barstock 
components. 
An understanding of the previous mode of operation 
should have been gleaned from the above. A process similar-
ity exists between all bar components in that all must be 
stored • in mass length, cut to component length, turned, 
milled/drilled, etched, and cleaned. Through this process 
observation, it was decided that the BARCELL would contain 
saw, turning, milling, and drilling capacity within a local 
area. The capacity and configuration of machinery will be 
discussed in Chapter 6. 
10 
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PART CONFIGURATION 
The following is a word description of the discrete 
part families addressed by the BARCELL. Component cross 
sections and pertinent parameters can be found in Appendix 
''A". The current product lines within the division have 
some obvious similarities. Without belaboring product 
design details, the pumps all have SHAFTS with bearing sur-
faces which require extremely tight tolerances (+/-.0002") 
_,And concentricity, seal diameters that require superior sur-
face finish (16 RMS), and keyways for coupling to motor 
drive shafts and fastening impellers. These shafts ranged 
in length from six inches (VOC) to four feet (S-LINE). In 
some cases, specifications on length-to-diameter ratios were 
very high and therefore difficult-to-machine, particularly 
the S-LINE and GTB product lines, and concentricity require-
ments needed constant operator attention. The materials 
included 400 series stainless steel, free machining steel, 
and 300 series stainless steel. 
The majority of the pump lines also had SHAFT SLEEVES 
used to inscribe a mechanical fluid seal to ensure a leak-
less pump. These sleeves were made from 300 series stain-
less steel, medium carbon steel, and bronze depending on the 
application. In addition, a single part number could be 
manufactured from a number of different materials. The 
sleeves were historically a nightmare to machine in that L/D 
, __ l I,, I , 
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ratios were again nearly unreasonable on some of the smaller 
parts. For instance, a four inch sleeve (1895A 875XllE002) 
had a bore of .875" coupled with a thinwall section that 
created a chatter condition during the boring operation. 
The outside diameter required at least a 32 RMS finish for 
packing applications and a 16 RMS for mechanical seal appli-
cations. Even the most talented suppliers could not meet 
these design criteria which caused some field failures. 
There were no milling or drilling requirements on any of the 
included1 SLEEVES. 
SHAFT SLEEVE NUTS applied to the split case pumplines 
(S-LINE, GT, GTB) and were not overly complex parts. Ove-
rall length was approximately two inches with a bore of over 
one inch in diameter. The parts contained some radial 
drilled and tapped holes at specified angular orientation 
that required an indexing head for location. In addition, 
the internal diameters required class three threads which 
-...... ,, 
are designed for fluid tight integrity and have proved to be 
difficult to machine on a repetitive basis, especially 
• in 
stainless steel. Bronze SHAFT SLEEVE NUTS were also tedious 
to machine due to the abrasive nature of the bronze on the 
squared nose of the threading insert. Constant plug gage 
inspection was necessary. 
HS RING ADAPTERS were typically manufactured from 316 
stainless steel. Stainless steel grade barstbck could only 
be purchase in solid form. Although special runs could be 
12 
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made in tubing, this alternative was not economical and 
solid stock was used. Due to the tapered bore requirements, 
the stock had to be drilled prior to boring. Tool life was 
therefore a major problem with this material. Another prob-
lem that existed were the a-ring grooves on both front and 
back faces of the parts. The grooves housed an o-ring that 
was under severe operating pressures and had to maintain 
water tight integrity. This necessitated a radius at the 
bottom of the groove and a 32 RMS surface finish throughout 
the contour of the groove. The grooving operation on 316 
stainless steel created chatter that was nearly impossible 
to eliminate. A final polishing operation was necessary to 
remove the chatter marks. This was accomplished by operator 
applied emery cloth dipped in solvent and performed while 
the chuck was rotating at high RPM. 
HS STUFFING BOXES represented the largest diameter 
parts that were selected for inclusion in the workload. The 
parts approached • six inches in finished outside diameter . 
The parts were long at up to 5.75" and had through bores 
from two inches to four inches. The length of the part and 
the length of the boring bars required for the application 
created a • unique situation • in that the chosen machine 
required a good deal of bed length to provide clearance for 
turret indexing and positioning. The materials of manufac-
ture were medium carbon steel, high carbon s.teel, and an 
abrasive grade of aluminum bronze·. 
f 
. '. 
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required on the OD and an o-ring groove identical to the 
RING ADAPTERS was located on the rear face of the part, with 
the same finish specification. The difference is that the 
materials did not generate the same chatter situation as the 
stainless steel. 
HS THROAT BUSHINGS, HS FOLLOWER RINGS, HS RETAINING 
RINGS, and HS STUFFING BOX BUSHINGS can all be classified 
into a generalized category of bushings. All parts are 
short in length (approx. 2") and have L/D ratios of between 
two and three. Some parts have radial hole requirements and 
have never presented a significant challenge in machining. 
HS GLANDS are nearly in the same group as the bushings, 
however they include threads on the OD which 
• 1S • unique to 
this part family. In addition, there is a bolt circle on 
the face of the GLAND that was previously routed to the 
layout table for scribing and punching for a manual drill 
press to maintain angular orientation. 
include medium carbon steel and bronze. 
The materials 
Each of the indicated part families were reduced to a 
tabular representation of varying dimensions. This analysis 
can be viewed in appendix A. It provided the basis for 
remethodization for cell manufacture, turret configurations 
for setup minimization, and machine selection. Detailed 
descrittions of methods used within the BARCELL are included 
in the next chapter. 
14 
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CHAPTER 4 
METHODS SOLUTIONS 
.... 
The first task' at hand to develop methods conducive to 
labor attention minimization, setup elimination, and cre-
ative yet simple workholding was to select proper material 
size. Traditional mentality included the exploitation of 
the small size increments available in barstock. The meth-
ods technician tried to specify stock to the nearest net 
shape to minimize the cycle time. For instance, if part A 
had a finished OD of 5.75", the technician would specify 
rough stock OD of 5. 875'' if available in that material. If 
part B had a finished OD requirement of 
selection was 5.75" rough OD. 
5.625", the I size 
Certainly, this. strategy would eliminate one or two 
passes at a given diameter, however flexibility of the cell 
would suffer since the saw and lathe would have to be setup 
for each different material size. Emphasis was shifted from 
cycle time reduction to optimizing flexibility. Bar sizes 
were consolidated to I I I minimize changeover with minimal 
increase in cycle times. 
Consider the method of two separate operations for each 
side of the part, the first with hardened jaws and the sec-
ond with soft jaws cut to locate on the finished diameter 
from the first operation. This methodology was used to 
maintain end-to-end concentricity within .001". However, it 
15 
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was the decision of the cell project team to eliminate as 
many two-operation methods as possible by finishing each 
part in one operation. This was accomplished by • reversing 
the piece by providing an optional stop in the NC program 
coupled with special workholding. Jaws were specified with 
two diameters machined within the jaw length. The outside 
jaw diameter was the largest and was machined to hold the 
rough OD of the purchased stock. As the piece was reversed, 
the back jaw diameter was machined to the finished OD from 
the first side machining. Different lengths were required 
~-\ 
for different part configurations, however the worst case 
(minimum jaw land) proved adequate over the majority of part 
configurations. This method of workholding was criticized 
by many for two reasons. The first reason was that rough 
bar was traditionally held in hardened serrated • Jaws for 
rigidity and safety. The cell method used a soft jaw sur-
face for gripping rough bar diameters. In fact, the soft 
jaw method has been working well for several months without 
incidence. In addition, in the event of poor • piece reten-
tion with soft surface holding, the option of locally har-
dening and serrating the front diameter for rough stock 
·holding was available. Also, carbide buttons are offered 
for insertion into soft jaws with a mere drilled hole in the 
ID of the jaw. Secondly, it was anticipated that the re-use 
of precut soft jaws was prone for non-repeatability and 
eccentric machining. It was felt that a jaw skinuning would 
16 
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be necessary during the setup of each order when 
I Jaws are 
actually removed from the chuck. This proved to be incor-
rect as well, as all jaws were scribed with the chuck for 
fast position location and tended to run within . 001 '' TIR. 
This • • • minimize approach helped the number of bar to 
sizes purchased, hence minimizing the number of jaws which 
inherently reduced chuck setup between orders. In addition, 
machining requirements would be satisfied sooner as compo-
nents could easily be broken away from the open shop order 
for the sake of inunediate assembly need. This ingenuity has 
already proven its merit by providing excellent responsive-
ness to emergency situations. 
One other change in mentality had to occur for this 
strategy to be totally effective. Often the inventory plan-
ner would exercise his judgement in selecting a substitute 
stock material or diameter for the purpose of using obsolete 
and slow moving inventory (OSMI). The stated cell method 
required the utmost discipline in conforming to the speci-
fied single level bill of material. The flexibility that 
had been exerted by the inventory planner was forbidden for 
the _sake of flexibility on the shop floor. This was essen-
tial to the BARCELL success. 
With the workholding direction known, the purpose of 
the remainder of the chapter •
 is to describe the methods 
approach for cell manufacturing for each of the previously 
indicated part families. 
17 
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SHAFTS appear to be relatively simple to machine 
• in 
that they are rigid, for the most part, and have little 
internal machining. Historically, the HOC, HC, GRP, S-LINE, 
GT, and GTB shafts were difficult to machine. GT shafts are 
too long for the machine configuration eventually selected 
and represent too few machining hours to expand the machine 
capabilities. GTB shafts had a high L/D ratio and it was 
decided that this was the type of troublesome job-shop work 
that should be left to the vendors. voe shafts were never 
machined in-house yet represented a potential load for the 
cell, although they were shorter and could hardly be 
included in the same part family. 
The concentricity requirements were so great on the 
HOC, HC, and GRP shafts that they had historically been 
machined in four turning operations. Each side was roughed 
separately, then the shaft was mounted between centers with 
a drive clamp and finished end-to-end. The shafts that 
required internal end work were held in collets off line 
after the finish operation, for drilling, boring, and tap-
ping. Finally, all shafts were sent to a milling machine 
for keyway milling. Seal diameters were hand polished with 
emery cloth and bearing diameters were "nursed" to size with 
emery cloth as well. This was a very operator intensive 
process taking over .75 hr of direct labor time to complete. 
It was agreed that the goal for shafts was to eliminate 
the operator intervention. In fac·t, the goal was to com-
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plete the shaft in one operation. Due to the tight geomet-
ric relationship between the drilled and tapped end and the 
bearing diameters, these dimensions should be machined using 
the same holding. The selected solution was to swallow the 
slug through the spindle and face and center the end and 
turn a spot on the OD for ONMI rest support. The shaft was 
then pulled out to component length, held with the OMNI rest 
on the turned diameter, and drilled, bored and tapped on the 
defined centerline of rotation. A tailstock with a bull-
nosed center was then required to locate the end work on the 
established centerline of rotation and allow the OMNI to 
retract. All OD turning was then completed, with a diamond 
burnishing tool used to provide an 8 RMS finish on the seal 
diameters. The tolerance on the bearing diameters was still 
an issue, however it was agreed that proper use of machine 
offsets would improve the repeatability of the process. In 
addition, a probe was not accurate enough to measure these 
diameters and automatically correct the offset. The milling 
requirements for the keyways necessitated a live spindle 
mill center as opposed to a two or four axis lathe with only 
·-" 
turning capabilities. The only task remaining was to part 
the shaft to length, since slug length provided to the lathe 
was two inches longer than the finished part length for pur-
poses of chucking. A shaft of significant length will wip 
during a parting operation as the tool nears the center of 
the bar. · It was agreed that, in order to protect against 
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this, a dual OMNI rest configuration could act as a parts 
catcher and support the shaft during cutoff. Only a slug 
would remain in the chuck that would be unloaded after the 
process. 
Although a new machine tool with improved technology 
was required to perform this operation, older excess capac-
ity was to be sold to maintain an acceptable asset base and 
level of depreciation. This method has worked better than 
any team member imagined and represents a proprietary pro-
cess for the division. The design and use of the dual OMNI 
rests as a human hand has allowed catching and bar pulling 
operations to take place totally unattended. The machine 
requirements for the tight tolerances were to include scale 
feedback, as opposed to resolver feedback, to provide abso-
lute positioning even in the event of machine wear. A load 
analysis will be discussed in a later chapter. 
SLEEVES posed a unique challenge as previously indi-
cated, due to the boring requirements with extended tooling. 
The materials specified for manufacture of this part family 
were not available in tubing and solid bar was a necessity. 
Because of this, drilling was the first dilemma. Common HSS 
twist drills were too slow and would wear quickly. Carbide 
drills were too expensive both to purchase and support from 
a toolroom standpoint. It was decided that indexable insert 
drills should be tested for this application. These drills 
had an accelerated metal removal rate in that normal turning 
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speeds could be used with slightly lower feedrate. The 
increase in MRR was 2:1 over HSS twist drills. A problem 
did exist, however. If an insert were to chip or catas-
trophically fail, serious damage would occur to the tooling, 
jaws, and potentially to the machine, not to mention a 
costly replacement of the entire drill body. The policy set 
on the drilling operation was to empirically derive a • maxi-
mum cutting time for a set of inserts and require the opera-
tor to change inserts regularly. Owing to part and material 
variations, this is only 75% complete at this writing. 
The OD finish specification of 16 RMS on some sleeves 
was a problem. Having already had good success with diamond 
burnishing applied on CNC equipment, it was agreed that this 
was a suitable approach. The fact that there could be no 
match turning on the OD required the slugs to include one 
additional inch of material above and beyond finished length 
for chucking. 
The challenge for this part family was perfecting the 
boring operation. The near critical L/D ratio dictated the 
use of an overhung small diameter boring bar. The current 
technology available in the tool crib was carbide boring 
bars that offered improved stability and wider range of 
application. In addition, the cutting head was removeable 
which reduced the cost of replacement ·in the event of catas-
trophic failure. After only marginal success, a tool search 
was made and a better alternative found. A very few vendors 
.. 
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still required polishing. The aluminum bronze material 
yielded an adequate finish within the groove without polish-
• 1ng. 
The conglomerate part family of BUSHINGS were remethod-
ized using step jaws and the reversal operation, and posed 
no significant challenge to the project team. The most 
critical change that was made was changing the single level 
bills to reflect a more suitable stock size for the flexi-
bility requirements of the BARCELL. 
HS GLANDS proved to be a simple enough configuration 
that little • • revision, other than reversal, was necessary. 
The drilling operation was improved by 
I 
using the indexing 
head to locate the bolt circle on the face. These parts had 
previously required a layout operation for drill location. 
In swmnary, the most extensive methods 
I I 
revisions were 
made on the shaft part family. If one considers the future 
possibility for automation (e.g., robot loading), the fact 
that the shafts are now machined in one operation allows 
this to be feasible. Sleeves required significant revision, 
primarily due to the application of recent tooling improve-
ments. Other than these two families, the use of the rever-
sal, step jaws, and indexable insert drills represents the 
most significant change. Reiterating the methods strategy, 
setup was to be confined to jaw changes and part program 
selection to provide the flexibility for short run CNC pro-
• cessing. 
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offer de-vibration boring bars that are hollow shanks filled 
with a viscous fluid that actually dampens the vibration of 
chatter. In fact, the de-vibrator bars had an extremely .. 
broad coverage that the entire part family size range could 
be rough and finished bored with the same tools. This 
proved to be an extremely flexible means of manufacture that 
required only the change of chuck tooling for setup. Opera-
tor attention during a pre-proven process was minimal. 
SHAFT SLEEVE NUTS were previously manufactured through 
use of a five operation method. First a saw operation fol-
lowed by two lathe operations, a layout operation, and a 
drilling and tapping operation. The BARCELL method did not 
differ to any great extent except that the piece was now 
reversed in the jaws and the second operation performed 
immediately. This was enabled by the fact that the OD was 
not critical and could be match-turned, resulting 
• in a 
slight step. A small concern did exist during the turning 
operation in that the threads were class three fit (water-
tight) and required constant inspection with a thread gage. 
In fact, significant confidence existed that the threads 
could be machined repeatably. This was not the case, even 
in softer brass materials. The threading insert had a sharp 
nose radius which tended to wear almost immediately. Opera-
tor intervention on this part family was disappointingly 
necessary, although one victory was accumulated in that the 
drilled and tapped holes could be located with an indexing 
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this, a dual OMNI rest configuration could act as a parts 
catcher and support the shaft during cutoff. Only a slug 
would remain in the chuck that would be unloaded after the .... 
process. 
Although a new machine tool with improved technology 
was required to perform this operation, older excess capac-
ity was to be sold to maintain an acceptable asset base and 
level of depreciation. This method has worked better than 
any team member imagined and represents a proprietary pro-
cess for the division. The design and use of the dual OMNI 
rests as a human hand has allowed catching and bar pulling 
operations to take place totally unattended. The machine 
requirements for the tight tolerances were to include scale 
feedback, as opposed to resolver feedback, to provide abso-
lute positioning even in the event of machine wear. A load 
analysis will be discussed in a later chapter. 
SLEEVES posed a unique challenge as previously indi-
cated, due to the boring requirements with extended tooling. 
The materials specified for manufacture of this part family 
were not available in tubing and solid bar was a necessity. 
Because of this, drilling was the first dilemma. Common HSS 
twist drills were too slow and would wear quickly. Carbide 
drills were too expensive both to purchase and support from 
a toolroom standpoint. It was decided that indexable insert 
drills should be tested for this application. These drills 
had an accelerated metal removal rate in that normal turning 
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speeds could be used with slightly lower feedrate. The 
increase in MRR was 2:1 over HSS twist drills. A problem 
did exist, however. If an insert were to chip or catas-
trophically fail, serious damage would occur to the tooling, 
jaws, and potentially to the machine, not to mention a 
costly replacement of the entire drill body. The policy set 
on the drilling operation was to empirically derive a 
• maxi-
mum cutting time for a set of inserts and require the opera-
tor to change inserts regularly. owing to part and material 
variations, this is only 75% complete at this writing. 
The OD finish specification of 16 RMS on some sleeves 
was a problem. Having already had good success with diamond 
burnishing applied on CNC equipment, it was agreed that thi 
was a suitable approach. The fact that there could be no 
match turning on the OD required the slugs to include one 
additional inch of material above and beyond finished length 
for chucking. 
The challenge for this part family was perfecting the 
boring operation. The near critical L/D ratio dictated the 
use of an overhung small diameter boring bar. The current 
technology available in the tool crib was carbide boring 
bars that offered improved stability and wider range of 
application. In addition, the cutting head was removeable 
which reduced the cost of replacement in the event of catas-
trophic failure. After only marginal success, a tool search 
was made and a better alternative found. A very few vendors 
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offer de-vibration boring bars that are hollow shanks 
filled 
with a viscous fluid that actually dampens the vibratio
n of 
chatter. In fact, the de-vibrator bars had an extr
emely 
broad coverage that the entire part family size range
 could 
be rough and finished bored with the same tools. T
his 
proved to be an extremely flexible means cif manufactu
re that 
required only the change of chuck tooling for setup. 
Opera-
tor attention during a pre-proven process was minimal.
 
SHAFT SLEEVE NUTS were previously manufactured throug
h 
use of a five operation method. First a saw operation
 fol-
lowed by two lathe operations, a layout operation,
 and a 
drilling and tapping operation. The BARCELL method d
id not 
differ to any great extent except that the piece w
as now 
reversed in the jaws and the second operation performed 
immediately. This was enabled by the fact that the O
D was 
not critical and could be match-turned, resulting 
• in a 
slight step. A small concern did exist during the tur
ning 
operation in that the threads were class three fit 
(water-
tight) and required constant inspection with a thread gage. 
In fact, significant confidence existed that the t
hreads 
. 
could be machined repeatably. This was not the case
, even 
in softer brass materials. The threading insert had a 
sharp 
nose radius which tended to wear almost immediately. 
Opera-
tor intervention on this part family was disappoin
tingly 
necessary, although one victory was accumulated in th
at the 
drilled and tapped holes could be located with an in
dexing 
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head mounted on a drill press without the benefit of a lay-
out operation. 
HS RING ADAPTERS were also methodized similarly to 
existing methods. The 300 series stainless steel bar had 
been and continued to be a problem to drill. Indexable 
insert drills were used for the drilling. It 
• is important 
to note that coolant is required though the drill for proper 
chip removal. This remained a consideration in machine 
selection, since delivery through the turret was necessary 
to provide coolant through the drill. Otherwise, hoses were 
required which would prevent turret indexing and dictate a 
separate operation for drilling. No progress was made with 
improving the finish inside the a-ring grooves. Polishing 
was still performed by hand, however the philosophy of 
reversing the • piece and completing both sides was imple-
mented with good success. 
HS STUFFING BOXES represented a unique problem in that 
extreme • piece length (6") and the requirement for extended 
boring bars created a clearance problem. All productive 
small lathe capacity that existed were universal lathes that 
had a tailstock. Interference would occur between the tail-
stock body and the turret body when the turret would posi-
tion at home to index. It was clear that a new lathe was 
required. 
The part family was processed with the piece reversal 
, philosophy, however the a-ring groove in the steel part 
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still required polishing. The aluminum bronze material 
yielded an adequate finish within the groove without polish-
• 1ng. 
The conglomerate part family of BUSHINGS were remethod-
ized using step jaws and the reversal operation, and posed 
no significant challenge to the project team. The most 
critical change that was made was changing the single level 
bills to reflect a more suitable stock size for the flexi-
bility requirements of the BARCELL. 
HS GLANDS proved to be a simple enough configuration 
that little other than reversal, was necessary. • • revision, 
The drilling operation was improved by • using the indexing 
head to locate the bolt circle on the face. These parts had 
previously required a layout operation for drill location. 
In sununary, the most extensive methods • I revisions were 
made on the shaft part family. If one considers the future 
possibility for automation (e.g., robot loading), the fact 
that the shafts are now machined in one operation allows 
this to be feasible. Sleeves required significant revision, 
primarily due to the application of recent tooling improve-
ments. Other than these two families, the use of the rever-
sal, step jaws, and indexable insert drills represents the 
most significant change. Reiterating the methods strategy, 
setup was to be confined to jaw changes and part program 
selection to provide the flexibility for short run CNC pro-
• cess1ng. 
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f , CHAPTER 5 
LOAD PLANNING vs. MANPOWER PLANNING 
' 
The part families, having been discussed from a techni-
cal standpoint, also represent a certain hour volume of 
work. The fact that the components implode to different 
product lines dictates varying usages. Not only do the com-
plete unit shipments deplete the on-hand inventory, but 
there is a parts organization within the pump group that has 
a significant demand for some of the items. 
The first step in the load analysis was to list all 
discrete part number and material combinations within the 
part families. The routing data base was then searched for 
operation time duration per unit. These times were not 
reflective of improved cell methods, however they did pro-
vide a planning base for capacity planning purposes. The 
times were compiled for saw, lathe, and drilling operations 
regardless of the number of operations in each category on 
the existing routing. Setup times were ignored due to being 
grossly overstated and the potential to severely skew the 
capacity requirements. In addition, the change in setup 
duration was to be more significant than the change in pro-
cessing time. Also, the quantity of the proposed shop 
ordering was to be variable and have an elusive effect on 
setup ab~orption. 
The I I missing at this point was the actual only data 
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usage. The extraction of this information required interac-
tion with the mainframe based communication and information 
system that controlled the Standard Pump Division produc-
tion. The system operation was located at the group head-
quarters in Phillipsburg, NJ on an IBM 4341. The item mas-
ter contained a usage field that reflected usage on a given 
part number over the past twelve month period. Inaccuracies 
were abundant in the usage information. The writer found 
that inventory pulls for rejection and rework purposes 
caused a double usage in some cases. Also, since there was 
an inventory maintained at the parts distribution center, 
activity on that inventory would only show up on the item 
master usage if the division supplied the parts within the 
past twelve months. These inaccuracies caused the analysis 
to reflect only a relative effect of hours between part num-
bers and families. In short, the existing data was not to 
be taken too seriously. 
One additional distinction had to be made on the data. 
The category of lathe hours as a single entity meant noth-
ing, since the part families required varying lathe configu-
ration and capabilities. Product knowledge allowed the pro-
ject team to recognize the need for three distinct lathes, 
based on part. family configuration and machining methods 
specified. There was to be a shaft lathe to machine all 
shafts of significant length. There was also a need for a · 
lathe that could run relatively unattended, machining only 
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those part families that needed minimal human attention. 
The third lathe was to be a general purpose CNC lathe that 
had sufficient work envelope to machine all parts that were 
not shafts and could not be run in an unattended mode. Spe-
cific selection criteria will be discussed in a later chap-
ter. To summarize, there would be a saw, three different 
configuration lathes, and a drill press within the BARCELL 
to perform all required operations and yield a finished com-
ponent. 
Referring to appendix "B", a spreadsheet is displayed 
with all identified BARCELL workload and the associated 
hours and usages. The specific column headings reflect the 
equipment of choice, which as mentioned, will be discussed 
in detail, however the Slant 40 is the shaft lathe, the 
Quickturn 20 is the unattended lathe, and the Quickturn 10 
is the general purpose lathe for all remaining parts. 
The respective annual hour total for each reflect pure 
' 
machining time without the use of machine utilization fac-
tors or interference between machines with a common opera-
tor. The saw hours stated of 1107 reflect significantly 
less than one shift (2080 hours per shift per year) worth of 
cutting time. A common understanding existed that this load 
was not significant when considering use of an automatic 
feed bandsaw. A tool of this sophistication could run with-
out the attention of an operator for the majority of the 
time. 
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... The Quickturn 10 hours (1787) would surpass one shift 
when a downtime factor of 5% and a fatigue factor of 15% 
were used to smooth the raw load number into reality. In 
addition, it was recognized that this machine would share 
the operator of the Quickturn 20 and interference may occur. 
Experience on multiple machine operations yielded an inter-
ference factor of an additional 15%, however, this was 
marily due to extreme setup penalty in multiple machine 
operations without the benefit of family of parts manufac-
ture. It was recognized that setup was to be reduced to an 
average of 20% of present day durations through group tech-
nology and smart machine loading. The interference was 
expected to be minimal and this machine would likely see 
workload for 1 1/2 shifts. 
The Quickturn 20 aggregate hours were 2119. Using the 
applicable arguments from above, this machine would also see ,. 
two shift loading. In addition, since this tool was planned 
to have a high degree of sophistication and be capable of 
running virtually unattended for a period of time, the 
priority was higher to attend to the specific setup require-
ments above those of the Quickturn 10. The hours would not 
pose an overload situation for a two shift operation. 
The Slant 40 (shaft lathe) possessed the highest load-
ing of the three lathes with 3082 hours. Application of 
expected inefficiencies would bring the machine load to the 
two shift capacity. It was recognized that the priority of 
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this machine would be the highest within the cell. A knowl-
edge of the method did lend comfort in that the machine 
would require only loading and sporadic size verification 
from the operator. In addition, the machine was to possess 
all required tooling for the entire part family within a 30 
station tool magazine and was to arrive equipped with an SMW 
quickchange chuck which reduced jaw position change to a 
mere two minutes. 
The drill press, having a load of only 470 hours for 
the entire year, would be available when needed, but utili-
zation would be light. 
It was decided that a two shift operation would be suf-
ficient for the proposed BARCELL workload. In the event of 
growth, the third shift option remained available, although 
the rest of the facility operated the first two shifts. The 
fact that no supervision was available for a potential third 
shift was a concern that would be dealt with when the time 
arrived. 
In addition to the metal cutting equipment, peripheral 
tasks had to be performed by the cell technician to ensure 
' 
component quality and "ownership" within the cell. · The 
material issue and handling function, normally an indirect 
labor activity, was to be performed by the cell technician. 
To accomplish this, a bar storage area was created within 
the cell confines complete with cantilever bar racks posi-
tioned within the access of an overhead bridge crane. The 
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crane would be used to extract a length of bar from the 
racks and place it onto the bed of the proposed saw. 
Other functions such as inspection, minor deburring, 
and parts marking would be performed in the cell. The exact 
integration of all of the peripheral activities will be dis-
cussed in the chapter on layout strategy; however, the pre-
vious points indicate that although there 
I is sufficient 
machine capacity available for the given workload, the con-
cept of cell capacity becomes more profound. The availabil-
ity of adequate labor resources will affect the total output 
of the cell, therefore the drive to 
I O 0 
minimize direct labor 
input to the product is rendered inappropriate. 
The manpower solution was derived without the benefit 
of a detailed simulation analysis, although the writer 
strongly believes that simulation is the appropriate tool to 
transform machine hours into cell hours and determine the 
level of labor required. Without dealing with the details 
of the cell layout, it was recognized that the Slant 40 
would be located adjacent to the saw and the Quickturn 10 
and 20 would be adjacent to each other. 
The question at hand was at what level of manpower 
would the cell operate without significant interference and 
maintain adequate utilization on each machine to produce the 
work in two shifts. By writing a discrete event simulation 
in BASIC, each machine group was evaluated with the avail-
ability of one operator for the group. Results yielded that 
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an automatic feed bandsaw, requi~ing only bar loading and 
program reference, coupled to the Slant 40 with its absence 
of setup and long cycle times would have a negligible inter-
ference factor. The Slant 40 load was not a problem with 
one operator attending both machines. 
The Quickturn 10 and 20 situation was different. It 
was recognized that the diversity of work configuration 
imparted to the Quickturn 10 would necessitate frequent and 
relatively long setup (1/2 hour). The results of the dis-
crete event model yielded a near critical situation in the 
area if the setup on the Quickturn 20 could not be con-
trolled. Two shifts of operation would be inadequate if 
both machines had frequent setup requirements. The solution 
of increasing the job quantity was unacceptable and the only 
course of action was to ensure sufficient flexibility on the 
Quickturn 20. 
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CHAPTER 6 
·MACHINE SELECTION 
' 
The relationship between methods and operational 
strategies has already been discussed in earlier chapters. 
The reader should also possess an understanding of the basic 
machinery requirements. 
The sawing operation in the new cell required a self 
sustaining machine, to enable one man to operate the saw-and 
the Slant 40 lathe. The diversity of workload dictated a 
saw large enough to handle at least 6" stock. It was agreed 
that the saw should possess capabilities that surpassed that 
requirement in case of downtime on the existing manual saw. 
The specification included size requirements to 13" stock 
for this purpose. 
An automatic feed saw with CNC program storage was nec-
essary to satisfy the required operator attention on the 
adjacent lathe. Requests for quotation were sent to the 
major horizontal handsaw builders including Doall and Mar-
vel. In addition, Kaltenbach was solicited for information 
on their rotary cold sawing technology. Cold sawing is pur-
portedly faster than bandsawing however the machinery is 
~ 
si nificantly more expensive. In the event of a load prob-
on the saw, Kaltenbach would have been considered a 
viable alternative to increase the number of sawed blanks 
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per unit time, however there was capacity to spare and the 
incremental capital was not well spent. 
The Marvel possessed a greater degree of parameter sto-
rage as opposed to the Doall. In the team's opinion, any 
elimination of operator attention was a benefit, therefore 
the Marvel was selected. In addition, it was also the 
heavier unit and it was felt that this machine could take 
more aggressive cuts on the potentially hostile material 
selections. 
The drill press was not of significant concern. Per-
forming mainly light drilling and tapping operations, the 
drill was viewed as capacity available when required and not 
a limiting operation. An existing Mueser drill press with 
10 HP and a 36"x24" table with T-slots and a Hartford index-
ing head was selected for use in the BARCELL. 
The selection of the three lathes was significantly 
involved. The first hurdle was the issue of controls and 
the similarity between controls. After intense deliber-
ation, the team agreed that all three lathes in the cell 
should have the same control manufacturer and be nearly_ 
identical in generation. This would enable operator rota-
tion to • • • minimize boredom and protect against errors from 
confusion. In addition, programming format and methods 
would be identical between machines. 
Major machine tool builders were solicited for price 
quotations and suggestions on configuration for the applica-
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ble part families. Domestic builders involved were Warner & 
Swasey, Cincinnati, Lodge & Shipley, Giddings & Lewis, 
Leblond, and White Consolidated. Foreign builders were 
Mazak, Okuma, Wasino, Daewoo, and Traub. A trend was obvi-
ous. The domestic builders offered a much more rigid tool 
built for long life. They were also 25% more expensive than 
the Japanese builders. The German representative {Traub) 
was also high cost with excellent quality. The Japanese 
representatives of Mazak, Okuma, and Wasino were price com-
petitive, offered a much more creative control with operator 
programmability through interactive techniques, graphics, 
and the option for standard EIA format in addition. The 
equipment was medium duty as opposed to heavy duty which 
reflects the Japanese short term position on capital invest-
ment. 
The recognition that the raw material input of barstock 
was very reliable as opposed to castings and forgings, it 
was agreed that a medium duty lathe was sufficient for our 
purposes. The added capital cost of the domestic machines 
was not a good decision in this case. Having had good expe-
rience with the Mazak offerings, it was decided to purchase 
Mazak lathes. In fact, the decision to buy three lathes was 
not made immediately and competition between vendors was 
fierce. 
The first machine to be purchased was the Quickturn 20, 
which was to machine sleeves and some bushings in a nearly 
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unattended mode. This sequence was selected due to the 
expected process development required for the difficult part 
family. The theme behind this tool was to eliminate the 
operator from repetitive tasks such as loading, unloading, 
inspection, and offset adjustment. A solution to the load 
and unload criterion was the Flex 1 robot system that 
included a machine mounted pick and place robot interfaced 
to a revolving 21 station parts carousel for raw, semi fin-
ished, and finished parts. The robot gripper was in the 
form of a V-block and closed until making contact with a 
part or hitting a limit switch. The range of motion was 6" 
to 1/2" which was more than enough to encompass all the 
requirements. The robot was progranuned through a teach pen-
dant and interfaced to the part program through parameters 
stored in the part program header. 
A turret mounted probe was included in the specifica-
tion that could probe ID and OD surfaces, assess the meas-
ured dimension to a target dimension, and update the offset 
accordingly. Of course, the probe needed verification on 
occasion to ensure credibility of measurement, however this 
could be accomplished by taking a micrometer reading and 
comparing the two results. 
All four operator responsibilities having been elimi-
nated, the Flex 1 robot with probe was selected. The 
machine configuration included a 12'' three jaw chuck with a 
through hole diameter of 2 1/2". The center to center dis-
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tance was 39'' which was more than adequate for the part fam-
ily. An 8 position drum turret was specified in order to 
provide the tooling clearances required. ''Through the tur-
ret" coolant was also required for the indexable insert 
drills. The machine came equipped as a universal lathe 
which included a progranunable tailstock. This feature was 
never used. 
One modification had to be made to the machine. As the 
sleeves were being drilled, chips would pack • 1n the bore, 
remain there, and break the insert during the boring oper-
ation. All cutting and fluid forces from the coolant (tur-
ret applied) pushed the chips toward the rear of the sleeve. 
It was agreed that a high pressure coolant application from 
the chuck end would potentially force the chips through the 
drill flutes and out of the process. A nozzle design was 
adapted to the coolant • • p1p1ng for increased pressure at 
point of application. 
The control specified was the Mazatrol T-2 control, 
which was operator programmable via interactive prompts, 
graphic tool path verification, and tool definition. This 
two I axis control used magnetic tape as the storage medium. 
Programming of specific parts was done offline by a cell 
technologist on a Mazatrol CAM system, which merely mimicked 
the control functions. 
The shaft lathe was, without a doubt, the most compli-
cated configuration. The maximum shaft length at the time 
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of cell design was 45". One point to remember is that the 
method involved placing the turret body between the tail-
stock and the extended bar length for center drilling and 
end work. This required that the machine length be 60" 
between centers. The tailstock needed to be fully program-
mable for the process design. The,tooling required for the 
part family totalled 26 different tools. The goal to elimi-
nate setup required the purchase of a 28 station tool maga-
zine to enable storage and accessibility for any part 
requirement. The turret was a two station revolving mecha-
nism, one for stationary tools (turning,facing,boring) and 
one station for driven tools (milling, drilling, tapping). 
This enables the radial holes and keyways to be machined 
during the same setup as the turning operation. Indeed, the 
shafts could be machined in one holding. 
The configuration of the shafts required support during 
OD machining to prevent chatter. This was accomplished by 
using dual OMNI rests. The rests were fully programmable 
positionally and the grip was controlled through code as 
well. This device served as a parts puller and catcher as 
well and its use in this type of application is considered 
to be proprietary to Ingersoll-Rand Company. 
The chuck specified was an SMW 15" Quickchange chuck 
that required no use of threaded fasteners. The chuck was 
hydraulically actuated which constricted the through hole 
capacity to 2 5/8". 
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The control was a Mazatrol T-3 control which is identical to~ 
the T-2 however includes control for the milling and dril-
ling axes. It is operator programmable which enables the 
operator to easily edit programs and change part boundaries 
in the case of an emergency. It was not the team's policy 
to allow the operator to program parts, however the capabil-
ity to easily edit the tool path was necessary. 
The final lathe to be purchased was a small general 
purpose CNC lathe capable of machining those parts that fit 
into the overall classification of BARCELL components. How-
ever, it represented a significant setup penalty to the 
other lathes in the cell. The lathe was to be a Mazak for 
the reasons previously mentioned. 
The amount of operator attention on this tool was to be 
significant. This fact precluded the use of any robotics 
and sophisticated part probing. One area that was to be 
addressed was that of setup. This tool was to machine a 
varied workload and turret tooling would be changed often. 
An inefficiency with changing turret tooling is the gage-in 
operation that allows the operator to teach the control 
exactly where the tool tip is located for each station. In 
order to reduce the amount of ''tool teaching", a touch probe 
was purchased with the machine tool. The touch probe was 
mounted on a retractable arm that was kept in an obscure 
position for machining operations, however could swing into 
position during setup. Each tool tip was touched to the 
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probe sensor to establish X and Z positioning of the sta-
tion. This eliminated the time consuming process of taking 
trial cuts, inspecting the machined surface, and updating 
the control offset information. 
The machine was known as a Quickturn 10 and had a maxi-
mum Z axis travel of 39" and X travel of 6". The chuck was 
an eight inch, pneumatic three jaw chuck. The turret was 
similar to the Quickturn 20 turret in that it was a drum 
design with 8 positions and through the turret coolant. The 
lathe had no tailstock, since only chucking work was planned 
for the tool. The main drive was 10 horsepower continuous 
operation. The control was identical to the Quickturn 20 
( 
T-2 control. 
These machinery selections were considered to be state 
of the art technology. Startup duration was significantly 
longer than other recent projects as was operator training, 
however it is expected when dealing with leading edge 
machinery. All tools were operating and producing to satis-
factory levels within 1 1/2 months of delivery. 
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CHAPTER 7 
BARCELL LAYOUT 
Plant layout philosophy has not changed significantly 
for many years. Stand alone machine practice dictated that 
all machines be given ample space to allow for workbenches, 
tooling storage, fixture storage, and plenty of room for the 
• 
operator. With the inception of cell manufacturing, layout 
philosophy now treated floor space as a valuable commodity. 
Machines were placed in closer proximity and not necessarily 
in a square arrangement, with the emphasis being on enhan-
cing flow of the material. The above philosophies applied 
to the BARCELL. Reference can be made to Figure 7.1 at the 
end of this chapter, for the layout of the BARCELL. 
The goals of the BARCELL included minimization of the 
handling requirements which dictated that machines be placed 
relatively close together. The work area of the operator 
was considered to be an area of optimization that would pro-
vide efficiencies in productivity. In order to understand 
tne strategy that was used in the BARCELL, the workload and 
respective flow should be analyzed. 
All shop orders begin as raw barstock. Bar lengths are 
received and stored on bar racks that are accessed by the 
saw operator. The racks must be adjacent to the saw for 
easy access by the overhead crane and convenient delivery of 
the long, heavy lengths of bar. In addition, the racks 
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should be nearest the direction that the bar lengths are 
received to ensure overall product flow compliance with 
internal cell component flow. The amount of rack storage 
required was largely reliant on the material inventory and 
ordering policies, which will be discussed in Chapter 9. 
Two racks with twenty locations each were sufficient for the 
BARCELL needs. In order to minimize handling, the saw was 
nested between the racks. In addition, the autofeed of the 
bars would progress the blanks toward the awaiting lathes. 
Handling from the saw to the lathes was accomplished via 
push carts on casters. 
As previously mentioned, the Slant 40 was to be manned 
with an operator that would also tend the saw. This neces-
sitated that the large lathe be kept close to the saw with 
the controls of each entity located as close as possible. 
In addition, the Slant 40 would machine the largest and 
heaviest blanks, therefore the distance that the heavy 
blanks were to move was minimized by placing the Slant 40 
adjacent to the saw. The components machined on the Slant 
40 would require operations on the Quickturn 10 only 3% of 
the time. All other output from the Slant 40 was complete 
at the end of the operation, with only secondary tasks 
• • remaining. 
This minor deburring, part preserving, and part marking 
would be required after the machining on the Slant 40. In 
order to accomplish these secondary operations, A workbench 
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area was located at the rear of the Slant 40. After the 
secondary operations were completed, the parts were trans-
ported to the completed component rack at the end of the 
cell to await handling. 
The Quickturn 10 and 20 were to be attended by a common 
operator that would also access the drill press when 
required. Considering this and the fact that some work 
would flow from the Slant 40 to the Quickturn 10, the Quick-
turn 10 was placed on the same side of the cell as the Slant 
40. The Quickturn 20 was located directly opposite the 
Quickturn 10 with a slight offset to minimize the distance 
.. 
between the controls. The material coming from the saw was 
smaller and lighter, hence the added distance was not a 
problem. Push carts were used to transport the blanks to 
the machine area. 
The drill press was located toward the end of the cell 
since the drilling operation, when required, was the last 
primary operation performed on a component. The drill was 
placed between the machine centerlines to allow easy access 
from either control area. Secondary operations performed on 
the small lathe parts were performed at a bench area located 
between the two lathes and the drill press. The team found 
that operators are extremely particular to having a work-
bench for personal use during breaks and lunch. It was 
agreed that the workbenches should not interfere with the 
flow of material and that the benches would be moved in due 
,. :. 
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time from the center of the cell area. • ,I 
The finished component rack was located at the rear of 
the cell to facilitate movement of finished material to the 
assembly area. Reiterating, it is important that flow 
• in 
the cell was designed to fit the overall material flow of 
the factory. 
It should be noted that the writer toured many facili-
ties using cell technology prior to embarking on the pro-
ject. Good examples were found at Rockwell International in 
Reading, Pa., Mazak Machine Tool in Florence, Kentucky, Har-
ley Davidson in York, Pa., H.M Bear Machine Company in Har-
risburg, Pa., and the Automated Manufacturing Research 
Facility in Gaithersburg, Md. Common sense coupled with 
employee involvement seemed to be the defacto layout stan-
dard in all accounts. 
Foundation requirements for machinery in general 
• 1S a 
subject that undergoes great debate. Many experienced engi-
neers ignore the machine tool builder's foundation 
• require-
ment specifications and often have no problems. It was 
decided to adhere to the suggestions for two reasons. The 
machines would not be covered by warranty without proper 
installation and the short lead time of the cell components 
required trouble free manufacture. All lathes were 
installed with 15" of 3500 psi reinforced concrete over 5'' 
of 2B stone. The diameter of rebar varied according to the 
mass of the individual machine. 
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The saw and drill press were epoxied to the existing 
concrete since these machines would not generate the vibra-
tion that the lathes would. The entire cell area was • 1SO-
lated by mounting 6'' schedule 40 pipe at 10' intervals and 
connected by chain. All boundary entities were painted yel-
low for easy recognition. The logic behind the boundary was 
to isolate the BARCELL from the rest of the shop and provide 
a mentality that all barstock components 6" in OD and under 
were manufactured within the yellow boundaries. The bound-
ary also provided the operators with the r~sponsibility for 
the interior area and created a sense of ownership. The 
expediters also found that the search for a given part was 
reduced to a finite area as opposed to walking the entire 
floor hunting for the basket in queue. 
Since the origination of the BARCELL project, a global 
analysis was performed on the business, identifying cell 
projects and an overall strategy for layout and product 
flow. The BARCELL implementation ~aving preceded this 
global study, it was -found that the BARCELL was not located 
in an optimal position when considering the overall product 
flow. It was learned that other facilities embarked on 
establishing a single entity with improved efficiencies and 
throughput but ignored the overall conceptual approach to 
the business. The writer now maintains the philosophy that 
the following sequence be executed to establish a cohesive 
concept: 
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1. Establish a sound business strategy for the next 
five year period. 
2. Using the business strategy as the major input, 
derive a manufacturing strategy that complements the 
business strategy, including a phased implementation of 
the strategy. 
3. Form a dedicated implementation team for incremen-
tal phasing and begin with the entity with the best 
potential for success. 
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CHAPTER 8 
MANPOWER TRAINING 
The BARCELL included the leading edge technology, supe-
rior metal cutting and workholding methods, and superior 
material selection for flexibility; however it was realized 
that the most valuable asset in the cell would be the human 
workers who occupied the area. This was a difficult real-
ization, considering the prior relationship with the union. 
In fact, the project team was initially skeptical about the 
quality of workmanship that could potentially bid into the 
cell. 
The selection process for adding labor to this area 
involved the generation of a new job description named Cell 
Operator. The normal course of action was to post a job for 
bid, with the winner being the individual with the highest 
seniority who has already worked in an equivalent position. 
At this point in time, the writer was not convinced that the 
seniority criterion would yield the best candidate, 
• since 
some of the more sedate workers possessed high seniority. 
The project team agreed that the company should exercise its 
option (included in the labor contract) to assign four oper-
ators to the area due to the level of technology within, as 
well as the tight schedules enforced through reduced lead 
times. It was felt that, this being the first cell instal-
lation in the facility, an assignment of personnel could 
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cause skepticism in the bargaining unit for all other cell 
projects. Perhaps they would view cells in general as a 
threat to the due process of the contract. It was agreed to 
post two positions only, since there was to be significant 
development efforts and four operators would have created 
" 
undue stress on the indirect labor budget. One operator was 
to be on the day shift and one on second shift to allow con-
tinuity of effort. The postings yielded two excellent oper-
ators, both of whom were motivated and 
took a personal interest in the future of the facility. 
With two operators at the team's disposal, it was now 
time to create ''ownership", one of the most important ingre-
dients to the effort. Ownership was to be created through 
awareness then involvement in design and implementation. 
The awareness training took the form of education. 
Several hours of blackboard instruction was involved in com-
municating the theory behind cell manufacturing in general. 
A genuine interest and enthusiasm was evident at this point 
which· was refreshing to the project team. The involvement 
phase was accomplished by allowing the operators to take 
part in the implementation and evaluate our preconceived 
design criteria. 
Several excellent embellishments were included as a 
result of the operator input. One such suggestion involved 
a keyway milling operation on the Slant .40 lathe. The stan-
dard end mill holder was far too short to reach an obscured 
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keyway. Through his own initiative, the operator sketched 
an extension and communicated the idea to the tool room sup-
ervisor for procurement. 
I 
Other useful suggestions included 
layout optimization of work benches and peripheral equip-
ment. 
These embellishments represented a success monument to 
the union membership and created a newfound optimism 
throughout the membership in general. The project team felt 
that this attitude would provide the impetus for future 
implementations. 
Two additional operators were added several months into 
the project. Both operators were adequate for the position, 
although the amount of conunitment required had prevented 
./ 
some more talented candidates from bidding on the jobs. 
Training took place via a "father/son" environment between 
the first two operators and the new additions. All opera-
tors attended Mazak programming school however at different 
times. Once in operation, each operator was to be well 
versed in all equipment within the cell. Skills would be 
maintained through constant rotation of assigned area within 
the cell, as each would be running different machines each 
week. This environment would also prevent against too much 
hardship during vacation and hunting seasons. Utilization 
of machinery was positively affected by this philosophy, not 
to mention the fact that overdue requirements were not as 
much of a challenge in the event of absenteeism. 
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Another factor that increased the level of ownership in 
the area was the "womb to tomb" concept. No outside acti-
vity was to be involved in the manufacture of the cell wor-
kload other than the four operators. The efficiency of the 
operation as compared to budget and the quality of the work 
was the responsibility of the cell operators. 
The inspection and maintenance functions were largely 
performed internal to the cell operation. Planned mainte-
nance activities such as cleaning filters and chucks were 
the responsibility of the cell operators. Inspection 
instruments were provided to the area to enable verification 
capabilities. The effect of the added responsibility was a 
realization that this area was their business within the 
overall scope of the facility: a "Factory within a Factory". 
They were the subcontractor for a given workload and it was 
their responsibility to maintain an acceptable cost base, 
obviously with the help of management input and budget sup-
port. 
It is still the opinion of the writer that the • issues 
of job posting and bumping procedures should be addressed by 
the company during union negotiations. The following are 
suggestions to any other facilities planning cell implemen-
tation projects: 
1. The company must reserve the right to assign the 
best candidates to cells, particularly in the event of 
so 
advanced technology. In addition, any assigned opera-
tor should not be given the opportunity to bid out 
within a two year time duration. Too much training and 
investment in the individual is necessary to allow 
fickle decisions to impact on production goals. 
2. In the event of a layoff, cell operator classifica-
tions should be on a "sacred cow" list that disallows 
bumping into these areas because of seniority. Again, 
the level of investment is potentially wasted with this 
bumping flexibility. 
3. In order to attract the highly motivated worker, 
retain interest, and create ownership, the classifica-
tion should command the highest pay scale in the 
bargaining unit structure. 
The cell operators were included in management meetings 
and maintained the benefit of having a higher level of com-
munication of goals. Some critical production meetings, 
project communication meetings, and monthly business results 
were all on the cell operators agenda for attendance. It is 
recommended that the time duration be kept at a minimum due 
to lost production, however the benefit of creating an 
entrepreneur far outweighed the time commitment required for 
communication of information. 
It is also worthy to note that the traditional barrier 
between comp~ny and union was literally destroyed in the 
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BARCELL. When union concerns about certain activities • in 
the BARCELL arose, the issue was handled between the opera-
tors and the project team. Issues were only surfaced when 
radical union officials felt the need to test the verbage of 
the contract as it applied to cell manufacturing. The resi-
dent NC programmer could assist in routine inspection acti-
vities and the cell operators found themselves unbounded by 
the break bell or the end of the day. 
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CHAPTER 9 
CHANGES TO INTERFACING SYSTEMS 
The implementation of the BARCELL was, without a doubt, 
the most logical step in improving the plant efficiency from 
an Industrial Engineering point of view. The methods, lay-
out, and operational improvements were the easiest processes 
to change in comparison to the operations of other depart-
ments within the Division. The BARCELL implementation 
created • maJor waves throughout the Standard Pump Division 
such that the entire organization had to change the way that 
they administered business. This chapter will be structured 
to comment on each area that was affected and how each 
changed to accommodate the new philosophy of manufacturing. 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
The Industrial Engineering department was a support 
department that serviced the shop floor (machine shop and 
assembly) on a global basis. The department was comprised 
of tooling, NC programming, methods, and project 
• engineer-
ing. Each individual was versed adequately in every area of 
the shop. 
One of the functions of the department was to accept 
routing requests from inventory control, pull an existing 
routing for a given component or generate a new routing for 
the machines of their choice. This information was kept in 
a large filing system as a word description of the routing, 
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or a text file. The routings were indistinguishable from 
routings for other parts except for the part number at the 
head of the page. 
With the inception of the BARCELL, the routings could 
essentially read to "machine complete" in the BARCELL. The 
detail of how to machine a given component should reside in 
a file accessible to the cell and the cell be responsible 
for its own destiny. The need for distributed data bases 
first appeared due to this reason. In addition, a text file 
description of the process was no longer necessary. The 
process information included only parametric information for 
a given part family. For example, the saw slug length, 
lathe ID, program number, turret configuration, drilling 
input, etc., could all be stored locally within the cell and 
from these parameters a routing could be generated. A word 
description was unnecessary and it did not have to be gener-
ated from a central support organization. The result was 
that the routing responsibility for BARCELL items was 
removed from the IE department and replaced by a direct 
interface between the inventory planner and the cell. This 
direct interface would eventually take the form of a NOVELL 
PC network that was accessed by the cell for its require-
ments. 
The issue of central IE support and traditional fore-
manship made little sense. A new salaried job description 
was created for this purpose. Entitled CELL TECHNOLOGIST, 
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the position maintained all methods, programming, tool crib 
interface, and production responsibility. The only input to 
• the cell was now the presence of a requirement for a certain 
part, the quantity required, and the required date. The 
routing, if it existed, was located within the cell data 
base. If a process needed to be generated, the cell tech-
nologist was responsible for creating it and appending the 
cell file. In essence, the IE and the foreman were combined 
into a dedicated technical foreman. Thus, the technical and 
operational entities were combined into one. 
In the future when cells exist throughout the plant, 
day to day requirements will all be handled by cell technol-
ogists. The technical support will be 
• 1n the form of 
Advanced Manufacturing Engineering dedicated to the needs of 
the plant on the five year horizon. Industrial Engineering 
departments will be decentralized in the future production 
facility. 
INVENTORY CONTROL 
The Inventory Control function was responsible for 
maintaining an acceptable level of inventory in stores. 
This area kept a balance between inventory depletions caused 
by assembly order requirements and inventory additions 
caused by the fulfillment of purchase and shop orders. The 
tool for managing the inventory was an MRP system residing 
on an IBM 4341. The item master, which included all prod-
ucts, was 35,000 items in length. The size of the item mas-
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ter precluded attention to each individual MRP record hence 
the department reacted only to exception messages. MRP 
records were regenerated weekly. Typical EOQ's were 
, 
designed around four inventory turns per year and were 
driven by marketing forecasts that were seldom accurate. 
The goals of the BARCELL included reducing inventory 
costs, particularly finished and WIP inventories. The cur-
rent three month manufacturing window was far • in excess. 
The discipline within the Inventory Control department had 
to change for BARCELL components. The window parameter was 
to be reduced to three weeks, which meant that all gross 
requirements in the MRP record within 15 working days from 
the current day would be accumulated into one shop order and 
were to be placed on order to the BARCELL. In addition, 
there was a three week back scheduling procedure in place 
for the BARCELL components that would essentially allow the 
earliest due date requirement to be in the cell queue three 
weeks before actual need arose. 
' 
This new manufacturing planning and control discipline 
caused problems into a department that had seen the same 
philosophies for at least ten years. One • maJor • issue was 
that the BARCELL components had to be isolated to one inven-
( tory planner who would execute the three week discipline as 
~ I 
lJ opposed to dispersing the components to each of the plan-
ners. This was accomplished by creating a new planner code 
in the item master file. The MRP reports that were gener-
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ated weekly would be sorted by planner code; therefore all 
cell components would be contained in one report. 
The MRP database had to be revised to include the three 
week manufacturing window as opposed to a fixed order quan-
tity. The three week backoff was also updated from the 
existing eight week standard shop lead time. This repre-
sented a significant amount of data manipulation and 
required keypunch support. 
Yet another discipline that was in place within the 
department had to be changed. The inventory planners were 
accustomed to substituting raw material size and spec in the 
case of obsolescence or slow moving items. In fact, the 
flexibility of the cell was contingent upon utilizing the 
predesigned tooling on predictable material supply. These 
impromptu variations imposed by the department were abruptly 
stopped, with a great deal of resistance. The fact is that 
increased inventory turns would effectively create more work 
for the inventory planner. When one considers that five 
individual shop orders would now be required for a single 
shop order under the former system, it is clear to see why 
the Inventory Control department accepted the BARCELL reluc-
tantly. 
The result of these imposed philosophies resulted in a 
raw bar inventory value of $20,000 (80% reduced), a WIP 
inventory value of $5,000 (93% reduced), and a finished com-
ponent inventory value of $160,000 (29% reduced). The typi-
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cal open order was closed within three to five days as 
opposed to the previous eight week lead time from the ven-
dor. 
SCHEDULING FUNCTION 
Historically, the scheduling function consisted of one 
individual that funnelled all new shop order requirements 
(job packets) including routing and stores issue card, into 
~ central file. The file was sorted by machine. As the job 
was launched to the first machine, a route card was kept in 
the appropriate machine folder. The position of the card 
was moved according to the progress of the job through the 
shop. Status of each operation was posted on the card as it 
was completed with the actual yield from the operation and 
accumulated direct labor time. 
The sequencing of the jobs was difficult under 
• prior 
disciplines, considering the multiple priorities of stand 
alone machining. The main criterion was the earliest due 
date rule. In the event of an assembly shortage, a job 
would be interrupted to provide machine time to the critical ' 
part, only to be re-addressed after completion of the 
requirement. This was an alarmingly frequent occurrence. 
The BARCELL methodology had a significant impact on 
this area. In fact, shop order requirements bypassed this 
area altogether by direct input to the cell. The sequencing 
of the work was the responsibility of the CELL TECHNOLOGIST, 
however this manual sequencing was only an interim solution 
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until a proper model could be installed in the network. 
The sequencing logic included a conflict between pro-
viding parts on time and 
I • a I 
m1n1m1z1ng the aggregate setup. 
The solution to the conflict is beyond the scope of thi
s 
thesis, however, the approximate model 
• 1S 
• in a discussed 
thesis by Richard J. Titus (13] submitted in 1986. 
One advantage created by the BARCELL was that the rela-
tively infinite open order file maintained by the schedule
r 
was beginning to be decentralized into smaller more manage
-
able entities. In the event of complete implementation o
f 
all cells, each would contain its own finite open order file
 
with the sequencing logic uniquely appropriate for the pa
r-
ticular cell design parameters. 
The cell project team resisted the normal direct labor 
collection by operation. The mere volume of work preclude
d 
operational time accounting, in that the reporting would b
e 
overwhelming. Time was accumulated and charged per th
e 
entire shop order, however this was an interim solution tha
t 
will be discussed in the accounting narrative. 
The scheduler was also responsible for reporting a job 
as closed to the MRP system. All jobs would pass through 
inspection prior to the documentation being returned to the
 
scheduler. The BARCELL jobs would not pass through inspec-
tion and there was no documentation to pass to the sched
-
uler. The obvious solution was to place the responsibilit
y 
of requirement completion on the cell. The only problem
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that existed was that this reporting was done on the network 
which was not interfaced to the MRP record. A manual inter-
face was created by requiring the BARCELL inventory planner 
to transfer all job closings from the network to the MRP 
system. 
Admittedly, there was now a tendency to create an 
island by disassociating the BARCELL operation from the 
mainframe inputs. Having been intimately exposed to the 
manufacturing planning and control implications of cell man-
ufacturing on the division, the direction for the future was 
quickly becoming apparent. The use of network technology 
with distributed databases was to become reality. 
MATERIAL HANDLING 
The material handling department contains forklift 
drivers, stores issue personnel, receiving, and shipping. 
The requirement for shipping was not affected by the BARCELL 
implementation however each of the other areas were. 
Forklift operators were responsible for • moving large 
quantities of parts containerized in wire baskets from one 
machine to the next. The BARCELL needed no forklift input 
since all raw material was stored in the cell area and the 
intra-cell handling was accomplished by the operators • -using 
push carts. The forklift requirements did increase as fin-
ished components were placed on the completed part rack at 
the rear of the cell. Since the shop order completion per 
unit time went up by a factor of five, the handling require-
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ments to the destination increased as well. In 
a batch 
mode, the urgency for the completed components is not
 high, 
however the converse is true for the cell operatio
n. The 
destination is usually waiting for the parts to sat
isfy a 
requirement. The shortcoming was that, as the shop o
rders 
were completed and placed on the rack, there was no
 effi-
cient way of notifying the handlers to react. The u
ltimate 
goal is to integrate an auto-guided vehicle system in
to the 
facility, ensuring recognition of and reaction to th
e pres-
ence of a load on the finished rack. 
The stores issue function was charged with the· respo
n-
sibility of issuing raw material to the shop for ma
chining 
requirements and complete goods for assembly pulls
. The 
stores area was divided into two sections. The cent
rifugal 
components were kept in a 65,000 square foot ASRS. R
ecipro-
cating pump components were kept in a st-oreroom. Bo
th areas 
were guarded with the security of a perceptive forem
an to 
the point of total inflexibility. The amount of tim
e spent 
• immense. 
on keeping the inventory count accurate was 
The 
only means of obtaining an item from stores was to t
ransfer 
• issue 
a "pick card'' to the store room foreman. 
of Upon 
material, the pick cards were sent back to MIS for ke
ypunch-
ing for the purpose of debiting inventory and creditin
g WIP. 
The BARCELL implementation invalidated the need f
or 
stores security, at least to the extent that it w
as pres-
. ently exercised. The raw barstock was kept within t
he con-
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fines of the BARCELL. The only source of depletion was from 
the operators for BARCELL requirements. Other shop person-
nel were prone to draw from the stock, however the BARCELL 
operators were aware that this inventory shrink would have a 
negative effect on their "business". The honor system was 
very much in place. 
The BARCELL requirements arrived via the network, as 
previously mentioned. The record in the open order file 
could essentially be construed as an electric pick card. 
The authorization to pull inventory was by virtue of this 
record. Automatic depletion of raw inventory was possible 
at this point in that the item master contained unit length 
and cost data. The problem during the initial stages was 
that the network was not integrated to the MRP system. A 
manual interface using the inventory analyst was again uti-
lized for this purpose. 
PURCHASING/RECEIVING 
The purchasing function was responsible for placing a 
purchase order for the raw bar requirements of the BARCELL. 
Previous phflosophy was to identify high usage bar items as 
a stock entity and maintain three months of on-hand 
• inven-
tory. Low usage bar items were considered non-stock and 
purchased as needed. 
It was anticipated that the raw bar inventory could be 
significantly reduced if the purchase orders were correlated 
to the shop orders. This would force the length ordered to 
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smaller amounts and increase the frequency of ordering. In 
addition, the vendor selection process was largely dependent 
on price alone therefore lead times could be improved. 
Ryerson Products was not the lowest price vendor, how-
ever they offered a service that would reduce the lead times 
to three days from order placement. This was accomplished 
by an online order system known as CORE (Computer ORder 
Entry). A personal computer with a modem and CROSSTALK 
software was used to dial the Ryerson order number and place 
an order for the desired material and length directly into 
the Ryerson shipping schedule. As stated, the material was 
received within three days. Since the material was ordered 
per shop order, the three day delivery was added as an addi-
tional back schedule to the MRP system. 
This philosophy allowed the division to reduce the on-
hand value of raw bar inventory by $80,000. It did, however 
place a significant urgency on the receiving department for 
the unloading and delivery of the material to the BARCELL. 
The receiving function was responsible for unloading 
' 
incoming material, verifying count, transacting the receipt, 
and putting the material into inventory. The change result-
ing from the BARCELL implementation was minimized. The raw 
bar was unloaded from the delivery vehicle and moved to the 
cell racks. The responsibility of receipt transaction was 
switched to the cell operators. The cell operators were 
aware of the open purchase orders and could better control 
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the storage of the material.· The material could be matched 
to an awaiting shop order easily within the cell. 
ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES 
The accounting philosophy in place was standard costing 
practice. Direct labor was accumulated • • in a given shop 
order, burdened with a standard shop overhead of 300% and 
added to material cost to derive total cost. A time card 
was generated in the shop for each operation in the shop 
order and keypunched into the WIP costing system. This sys-
tem was disjoint from all other systems discussed. 
The inception of the BARCELL discouraged the collection 
of direct labor time by operation due to the magnitude of 
the reporting. In addition, it was argued that the cell 
was, to a great degree, self sufficient and did not • require 
the support of the inspection department, the IE department, 
the scheduler, and to a large degree the material handling 
department. Allocating overhead by direct labor hour was 
ineffective for these reasons. It was agreed to isolate all 
category one and three expenses that applied to this area 
and establish a budget. In essence, the BARCELL was treated 
as a cost center isolated from the rest of the facility. It 
was being regarded as a plant within a plant. 
All plant budget line items were analyzed for applica-
bility to the BARCELL operation. Indirect material, tool-
ing, maintenance input, utility costs, and salaried support 
were allocated to the BARCELL operation. The issue of 
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direct labor was also treated as a fixed cost. It was 
expected that four operators would be present each day and 
accrual took place accordingly. In fact, the entire cell 
was considered a fixed annual cost totalling $280,000. The 
only variable was the amount of output from the cost center. 
The output determined the amount of cost center absorption 
that would occur, hence it was to the advantage of the cell 
to maximize output. In addition, the material cost input to 
the cell would vary directly with output. The annual mate-
rial expense was valued at $180,000, yielding a total BAR-
CELL operating expense of $460,000 annually. This cost was 
r! 
much improved from the • previous subcontract cost of 
$600,000. 
The cost of each component was weighted by the amount 
of time spent on the limiting operation. Cycle times were 
analyzed against an ''equivalent unit". The equivalent unit 
was an arbitrary part that was thought to comprise the 
majority of hours in the cell. In this case, one equivalent 
unit was .91 hr. All other limiting cycle times were 
divided by .91 to determine the component weight . 
This costing practice proved to be • a pioneer effort 
within the corporation, which was at a loss for proper 
accounting methods for cell operation in general. Essen-
tially, the direct labor input was treated as indirect 
labor. This philosophy is identical to Japanese accounting 
practice, where all labor is indirect. 
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Certainly, evaluating equivalent unit output was pain-
staking, as it was performed manually within the accounting 
department. Plans are to close the loop in the requirements 
planning arena and integrate all planning functions, shop 
floor control, and cost generation onto the network. 
FINANCIAL PROCEDURES 
The • income statement and balance sheet reporting for 
the division would not be changed by the BARCELL or by 
future cell projects. A realization was made however, that 
impacted the future cell justification efforts. 
The issue of inventory reduction was always ignored as 
a viable savings when requisitioning capital. The argument 
was made that all divisional executives are evaluated on the 
operating income line of the plant. This line was isolated 
to the income statement only. The balance sheet had no 
impact on the standing and performance of the management, 
.~ 
therefore they were not interested in savings that impacted 
the balance sheet. 
The fact is that an inventory reduction is claimable as 
an incremental reduction in working capital. This reduction 
actually offsets the capital expenditure amount, impacts the 
net income of the project, and improves payback. In addi-
tion, the cost of carrying inventory (usually considered the 
cost of capital plus a handling factor) is claimable as a 
reduction in incremental cost of sales. Although this 
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effect is minimal (12% maximum), it does serve to offset the 
interest expense of borrowing the capital at the outset. 
This change in attitude toward investment ignited a 
global study previously mentioned called the FACTORY OF THE 
FUTURE. This large project involved the evaluation of the 
entire workload and design of cells and material flow on an 
overall basis. 
• 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The BARCELL has been operating for approximately 1 1/2 
years and, admittedly, is still experiencing startup prob-
lems. Nevertheless, certain conclusions on the results 
obtained to date can be derived. 
1. Cell manufacturing theory which includes the philosoph-
ies indicated within this thesis effectively reduce the lev-
els of inventory. The following table applies: 
PRIOR CURRENT 
Raw Bar $100,000 $20,000 
WIP $75,000 
Finished Goods $225,000 
TOTAL $400,000 
$5,000 
$160,000 
$185,000 
The impact was a 54% overall inventory value reduction. 
2. The BARCELL group technology concepts, even without the 
benefit of classification and coding software, had a posi-
tive effect on.operating income. Setup reductions and effi-
cient processing maximized the production throughput of the 
available labor. 
Previous subcontract costs negotiated through blanket 
agreement was $600,000 annually. This figure is pure vendor 
cost and does not include any overhead allocation for the 
purchasing effort. 
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The operational cost established for the BARCELL, 
including all labor costs and overhead inputs, was $280,000 
annually. The material inputs to the cell were $180,000 
which yield a total operating expense of $460,000 per year. 
Savings on an annual basis are $140,000. 
3. The reduced quantities enabled by a flexible environment 
caused the available resources to be utilized for current 
requirements. As a result, manufacturing lead times were 
reduced from an 8 week duration to a 5 day duration. The 
current lead times are reduced 88% from previous lead times. 
4. The investment in training and development of the labor 
force is not only essential, but pays substantial dividends 
in cell technology. The creation of ownership, responsibil-
ity for quality, and a direct input to the final product 
positively impact the self perception and attitude of the 
labor force. 
5. The once infinite scheduling dilemma that plagued the 
stand alone machining environment was reduced to its most 
simplistic terms through cell manufacturing. 
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CHAPTER 11 
FUTURE WORK 
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A career decision to pursue other alternatives pre-
cludes the writer's continuation of work on the BARCELL and 
• 
related projects for the Standard Pump Division. Realiza-
tions have been made, however, on items that should be 
investigated in the future to maximize the positive effect 
of the BARCELL. 
The BARCELL was completed without the benefit of soph-
isticated group technology software such as DCLASS and OIR 
tree logic. It is recognized that the BARCELL item master 
is relatively static, however, the division could capitalize 
on added flexibility to enable customized components for 
specific applications. Classification and coding would help 
input the newly created component into a sub-family and cor-
rectly account for the variables of the part. In addition, 
an even greater benefit could be realized through generative 
Computer Aided Process Planning links to the classification 
and coding logic. This total cycle would significantly 
reduce the up-front part and process design that 
rently burdening the cell technologist. 
• is cur-
Routing information is presently maintained at the cell 
level, yet paper remains to be the transaction medium. An 
appropriate goal would be to eliminate the generation of 
paper for routing purposes and replace it with an electronic 
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image produced through DCLASS or the like. 
Yet another advantage of these group technology pack-
ages is tool classification. At present, there is no bill 
of materials for a given tool contained within the lathe 
tool magazines ir. the BARCELL. This item should also be 
pursued. 
The direction of the corporation has involved the clos-
ing of the parts manufacturing facility in Walpole, Massa-
chusetts. The resultant workload is being absorbed within 
the Standard Pump Division. The potential load for the BAR-
CELL has also risen accordingly and necessitates added 
capacity with enhanced capability within the BARCELL. A 
machine tool was initially selected for this added work 
load; however, future work in this area includes quantifying 
the • savings effect of a new machine and examining the cur-
rent available manpower within the cell to see if another 
machine can be tended without the addition of more manpower. 
Another area of concern has been the lack of a zero 
setup environment due to chuck jaw changes between shop 
orders. It is felt that the current state of jaw changing 
technology is still not repeatable enough to successfully 
reverse the parts during the machining cycle and that inade-
quate jaw storage exists in the systems available. Cer-
tainly, improvements in the offerings are expected and 
future consideration should be given to enhanced jaw chang-
ing technology. 
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Improvement in the area of rea
l time production feed-
back is required to realize the f
ull benefit of the BARCELL. 
A good example is the extended
 amount of time that a com-
pleted shop order spends on the c
ompleted part rack waiting 
for delivery to the requirement.
 This oversight is not due 
to lack of handling capacity, bu
t rather on the lack of com-
munication of BARCELL product
ion. It is anticipated that 
integration of a real time feedba
ck loop to a material hand-
ling device (e.g., AGV) would enhance th
e delivery of a fin-
ished components. 
Last but not least, future work s
hould be 
• in pursued 
expanding the lessons learned in 
the BARCELL effort to other 
group technology cells. There i
s a significant opportunity 
to improve the overall throughp
ut of the facility by apply-
ing cell technology to part fami
lies such as casings, impel-
lers, bearing housings, suppo
rt heads, and casing covers. 
The reduction of working capital 
required to maintain the 
current level of business could o
nly help the ailing operat-
ing income. Steps such as these 
will help the division to 
gain leverage from flexibility an
d to compete with the econ-
omies of scale realized by large
r competitors. 
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APPENDIX A 
This appendix includes a spreadsheet of all components 
machined within the BARCELL. The purpose of this spread-
sheet is to compile annual material consumption and load 
hours per machine based on twelve month usage for the compo-
nents. The reader can establish which machines will be near 
capacity. 
Column totals are reflected at the end of the spread-
sheet. 
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PART 
NUNBER 
PART 
FANILY 
A0975R000125A004 HS GLAND 
A097SR000150A004 HS GLAND 
A0975R00017SA002 HS GLAND 
A0975R000200A003 HS GLAND 
A097SR000212A003 HS GLAND 
A0975R000238A004 HS GLAND 
A097SR000262A002 HS GLAND 
A0975R000275A002 HS GLAND 
A0975R000300A001 HS GLAND 
A0975R00032SA003 HS GLAND 
A1625R000050A001 HS RING ADPTR 
A1625R000110A006 HS RING ADPTR 
A1625R000180A003 HS RING ADPTR 
A1625R000220A001 HS RIN6 ADPTR 
A1625R000280A003 HS RING ADPTR 
A1625R000350A002 HS RING ADPTR 
A1625R000475A001 HS RING ADPTR 
A1661R000188A001 HS RET RING 
A1661R000188A002 HS RET RING 
A1809R000276A001 VALVE SEAT 
A1809R000276A003 VALVE SEAT 
A1809R000443A002 VALVE SEAT 
A1809R000443A004 VALVE SEAT 
A1809R000707A002 VALVE SEAT 
A2238R000276A003 VALVE PLUG 
A2238R000276A003 VALVE PLUG 
A2238R000443A001 VALVE PLUG 
A2238R000443A003 VALVE PLUS 
A2238R000707A002 VALVE PLUG 
A2455R000100A003 HS STF BX BSHG 
A2455R000112A003 HS STF BX BSHG 
A2455R000125A003 HS STF BX B5H6 
A2455R000138A001 HS STF BX BSHG 
A2455R000150A006 HS STF BX B5HG 
A2455R000175A001 HS STF BX BSHG 
A2949R000112A006 HS THROAT BSH6 
A2949R0001128001 HS THROAT BSHG 
A2949R000125A004 HS THROAT BSHG 
A2949R000138B001 HS THROAT BSHG 
A2949R000150A009 HS THROAT BSHG 
., 
• 
.. 
BAR CELL PART LIST (1-9-86) 
12 NO ANNUAL SAW HRS OT10 HRS OT20 HRS SLANT 40 HRS DRILL HRS 
"ATERIAL USAGE "ATERIAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 
(ft) 
SAE660 21 4.2 0.42 0.00 2.73 0.00 0.84 
SAE660 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SAE660 33 5.2 0.99 0.00 3.96 0.00 1.32 
SAE660 21 4.2 0.63 0.00 2.73 0.00 0.84 
SAE660 53 8.3 1.59 0.00 5.83 0.00 2.12 
SAE660 65 11.5 1.95 0.00 7.80 0.00 5.85 
SAE660 46 8 .1 1.38 0.00 5.98 0.00 4 .14 
SAE660 40 7.1 1.20 0.00 5.20 0.00 3.60 
SAE660 12 2.1 0.36 0.00 1.56 0.00 1.08 
SAE660 24 4.3 0.72 0.00 3.36 0.00 2.16 
AIS1304 33 5.0 4.62 15.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 
AISI304 348 52.6 59.16 153.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 
AI51304 389 58.8 89.47 252.85 0.00 0.00 0.00 
AISI304 67 10.1 15.41 28.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 
AIS1304 271 52.3 84.01 162.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 
AI51304 0 0.0 o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
AISI304 163 32.3 57.05 120.62 0.00 0.00 0.00 
711B 948 197.5 28.44 227.52 0.00 0.00 132.72 
711B 13 2.7 0.39 2.60 0.00 0.00 1.95 
378 20 2.7 4.00 7.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
AISI410 90 12.2 · 18.00 31.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
378 16 2.2 4.80 6.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 
AISI410 90 12.2 25.20 31.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
378 234 36.6 70.20 100.62 0.00 0.00 0.00 
AISI410 99 32.0 14.85 0.00 29.70 0.00 9.90 
378 38 12.3 5.70 0.00 13.30 0.00 3.80 
378 36 12.4 4.32 0.00 14.40 0.00 3.60 
AISI410 43 14.8 6.45 0.00 16.34 0.00 4.30 
378 114 41.6 17.10 0.00 27.36 0.00 11.40 
SAEbbO 15 3.0 0.30 0.00 2.40 0.00 0.00 
SAE660 9 1.8 0.18 0.00 1.35 0.00 o.oo 
SAE660 54 10.7 1.08 0.00 8.10 0.00 0.00 
SAE660 18 3.0 0.36 0.00 2.52 0.00 0.00 
SAE660 0 o.o 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SAE660 3 0.5 0.09 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 
SAEbbO 7 1.5 0.21 o.oo 0.70 0.00 0.00 
SAE660 9 1.9 0.27 0.00 0.99 0.00 0.45 
SAE660 29 6.9 0.87 0.00 4.06 0.00 0.00 
SAE660 18 4.7 0.54 o.oo 2.34 0.00 0.90 
SAE660 104 20.6 3.12 0.00 13.52 0.00 o.oo 
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BAR CELL PART LIST (1-9-86) 
12 NO ANNUAL SAW HRS OT10 HRS OT20 HRS SLANT 40 HRS DRILL HRS PART 
NUNBER 
PART 
FANILY "ATERIAL USAGE NATERIAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 
(ft) 
A2949R0001508002 HS THROAT BSHG SAE660 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 
A2949R000175A003 HS THROAT BSH6 SAE660 33 6.5 1.32 0.00 3.96 0.00 0.00 
A2949R000200A004 HS THROAT BSHG SAE660 38 7.5 1.52 0.00 4.94 0.00 0.00 
A2949R000212A005 HS THROAT BSH6 SAE660 90 17.8 2.70 0.00 10.80 0.00 0.00 
A2949R000212A006 HS THROAT BSHG SAE660 26 5 .1 0.78 0.00 2.86 0.00 0.00 
A2949R000238A006 HS THROAT BSHG SAE660 37 7.3 1.11 0.00 6.29 0.00 0.00 
A2949R000262A006 HS THROAT BSHG SAE660 49 9.7 1.47 0.00 8.33 0.00 0.00 
A2949R000275A002 HS THROAT BSH6 SAE660 122 29.2 4.88 0.00 24.40 0.00 0.00 
A2949R000300A001 HS THROAT BSHG SAE660 12 2.9 0.48 0.00 1.68 0.00 0.00 
A2949R000325A004 HS THROAT BSHG SAE660 24 S.B 0.96 0.00 3.36 0.00 0.00 
A3118R000112A005 HS FLWR RING SAE660 3 0.5 0.09 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.09 
A3118R000125A004 HS FLWR RING SAE660 25 4.2 1.00 0.00 2.75 0.00 0.75 
A3118R000150A005 HS FLWR RING SAE660 81 14.3 3.24 0.00 9.72 0.00 2.43 
A311BR00017SA002 HS FLWR RING SAE660 42 7.4 1.68 0.00 5.04 0.00 1.68 
A3118R000188A005 HS FLWR RING SAE660 3 0.5 0.12 0.00 0.36 0.00 0 .12 
A311BR000200A003 HS FLWR RING 5AE660 42 7.4 1.68 0.00 5.04 0.00 1.26 
A3118R000212A005 HS FLWR RING SAE660 76 13.5 3.04 0.00 7.60 0.00 4.56 
A311BR000212A006 HS FLWR RING SAE660 47 8.3 1.88 0.00 6.11 0.00 2.82 
A3118R000238A005 HS FLWR RING SAE660 16 2.8 0.64 0.00 2.72 0.00 1.60 
A3118R000262A006 HS FLWR RING SAE660 31 5.5 1.24 0.00 4.65 0.00 1.86 
A3118R000275A005 HS FLWR RING SAE660 55 9.7 2.20 0.00 9.35 0.00 3.30 
A3118R000300A004 HS FLWR RING SAE660 12 2 .1 0.48 0.00 2.04 0.00 0.72 
A3118R000325A004 HS FLWR RING SAE660 24 4.3 0.96 0.00 4.08 0.00 1.44 
A3458R000276A002 VALVE BODY SLY 378 44 11.0 4.40 0.00 11.00 0.00 0.00 
A3458R000276A002 VALVE BODY SLV AISI410 100 25.0 10.00 0.00 25.00 0.00 0.00 
A3458R000443A001 VALVE BODY SLV 378 26 6.5 2.60 0.00 7.80 0.00 0.00 
A3458R000443A003 VALVE BODY SLV AISI410 49 12.3 5.88 0.00 18.62 0.00 0.00 
A3458R000707A001 VALVE BODY SLV 378 126 31.5 15.12 0.60 31.50 0.00 0.00 
A3458R001237A002 VALVE BODY SLV 378 128 38.7 25.60 0.00 33.28 0.00 0.00 
B2008R000125B005 HS STUFF BOX SAE4142H 5 2.3 0.50 3.10 0.00 0.00 0.25 
B2008R000200B006 HS STUFF BOX B148C954 155 72.7 7.75 82.15 0.00 0.00 13.95 
B2008R000200B006 HS STUFF BOX 711B 33 15.5 1.65 16.50 0.00 0.00 2.97 
B2008R000200B007 HS STUFF BOX SAE4142H 13 6.6 1.17 7.41 0.00 0.00 1.04 
B200BR000200B007 HS STUFF BOX B148C954 3 1.5 0.18 1.41 0.00 0.00 0.27 
B2008R0002b2B006 HS STUFF BOX B148C954 164 76.9 9.84 93.48 0.00 0.00 14.76 
B2008R0002b2B006 HS STUFF BOX 711B 49 23.0 2.45 30.38 0.00 0.00 4.41 
B2008R000325B004 HS STUFF BOX B148C954 98 48.0 5.88 56.84 0.00 0.00 8.82 
B2008R000325B004 HS STUFF BOX 711B 69 33.8 4.14 48.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 
D3103523 HS THROAT BSHG SAE660 57 12.2 1.71 0.00 6.84 o.oo 2.85 
D41318 VALVE SEAT 378 40 5.0 10.00 18.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 
,. 
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PART 
NUMBER 
D450366 
D451097 
D47669 
D4838728 
04838728 
D4838735 
D4838735 
D483878 
1255127FX3 
1255127FX3 
1255127FX8 
125S127FX8 
137S127PX1 
1375127PX1 
150S126CX1 
150S126CX1 
1505126FX1 
150S126FX1 
150S127CX1B 
1~,0S127CX1B 
1505127CX9 
150S127CX9 
1505127t1X1F 
1625126AX1 
1625126AX1 
162S127CX10A 
162S127CX10A 
162S127CX1B 
1625127CX18 
1895A162X18D003 
1895A162X18D003 
1895A162X18D003 
1895A162X18E001 
1895A162X1BE001 
1895A162X1BE001 
1895A162X18E002 
1895A162X18E002 
1895A162X18E002 
1895A175X21A003 
1895A175X21A003 
' . 
PART 
FANILY 
HS THROAT BSHG 
HS THROAT BSH6 
VALVE SEAT 
HS STUFF BOX 
HS STUFF BOX 
HS STUFF BOX 
HS STUFF BOX 
HS STUFF BOX 
GT S.S. NUT 
GT S.S. NUT 
GT S.S. NUT 
61 S.S. NUT 
GT S.S. NUT 
GT S.S. NUT 
GT S. NUT 
GT S. NUT 
GT S. NUT 
6T S. NUT 
GT S.S. NUT 
GT S.S. NUT 
GT S.S. NUT 
BT S.S. NUT 
5-LINE SS NUT 
ST S. NUT 
GT S. NUT 
GT S.S. NUT 
GT S.S. NUT 
GT S.S. NUT 
GT S.S. NUT 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
' 
·1 
BAR CELL PART LIST (1-9-86) 
12 NO ANNUAL SAW HRS OT10 HRS QT20 HRS SLANT 40 HRS DRILL HRS 
NATERIAL USAGE NATERIAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 
(ft) 
SAE660 3 0.8 0.09 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.15 
SAE660 15 3.2 0.45 0.00 2.70 o.oo 0.75 
378 20 2.5 5.00 9.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
B148C954 3 0.0 0.09 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.24 
711B 3 0.0 0.15 1.23 0.00 0.00 0.12 
B148C954 3 0.0 0.09 1.02 0.00 0.00 0.27 
711B 129 0.0 6.45 61.92 0.00 0.00 6.45 
711B 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SAE660 125 16.9 5.00 0.00 13.75 0.00 12.50 
711B 23 3.1 1.38 0.00 4.14 0.00 2.76 
SAE660 35 4.7 1.40 0.00 3.85 0.00 2.10 
711B 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SAE660 20 3.6 0.80 0.00 2.60 0.00 1.20 
711B 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
711B 24 4.4 1.44 0.00 3.84 0.00 2.16 
SAE660 173 23.4 6.92 0.00 22.49 0.00 8.65 
SAE660 90 U.!7 3.60 0.00 11.70 0.00 4.50 
711B 10 1.3 0.60 0.00 1.60 0.00 0.90 
711B 17 2.2 1.02 0.00 3.23 0.00 2.55 
SAE660 30 4.4 1.20 0.00 5.10 0.00 3.00 
711B () 0.0 o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SAE660 2 0.3 0.08 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.40 
20 226 44.7 11.30 56.50 0.00 0.00 33.90 
SAE660 26 3.8 1.04 0.00 3.64 0.00 1.30 
711B 8 1.2 0.48 0.00 1.12 0.00 0.72 
SAE660 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
7118 19 3.3 1.14 0.00 3.80 0.00 2.85 
711B 0 o.o 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SAE660 2 0.3 0.08 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.16 
400 18 9.6 0.90 0.00 9.00 0.00 0.00 
20 378 202.0 18.90 0.00 189.00 0.00 0.00 
379 540 288.5 27.00 0.00 270.00 0.00 0.00 
20 486 222.8 24.30 0.00 243.00 0.00 0.00 
400 48 22.0 2.40 0.00 24.00 0.00 0.00 
379 330 151.3 16.50 0.00- 165.00 0.00 0.00 
400 22 6.2 1.10 0.00 11.00 0.00 0.00 
20 2 0.6 0.10 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 
379 1 0.3 0.05 0.00 0.50 o.oo 0.00 
379 1 0.5 0.05 o.oo 0.50 0.00 0.00 
20 3 1.6 0.15 o.oo 1.50 0.00 0.00 
.. 
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PART 
NU"BER 
1895A175X21A003 
1895A17~,X21B001 
1895A17SX21B001 
189SA175X21B001 
1895A175X21B002 
1B95A175X21B002 
1895A175X21B002 
189SA200X23A001 
1895A200X23A001 
1895A200X23A001 
1895A200X23A002 
189 ~,A200 X 23A002 
1895A200X23A002 
1895A200X23A003 
1895A200X23A003 
189~,A200X23A003 
189SA87~,X 11D003 
1895A875X11D003 
1895A875X11D003 
1895A875X11E001 
1895A875X11E001 
1895A875X11E001 
189SA875X11E002 
189~,A87 5X 11E002 
1895A875X11E002 
200S127ACX1F 
2005127CX1 
2005127CX1 
2005127CX10A 
200S127CX10A 
225S127FX1B 
225S127FX1B 
225S127FX3B 
225S127FX3B 
2505127TX1F 
2807A006VOCA001 
2807A006VOCA001 
2807A006VOCA001 
2807A1126R1A001 
2807A1126R1A001 
PART 
FA"ILY 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSi SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
ANSI SLV 
5-LINE SS NUT 
GT S.S. NUT 
GT S.S. NUT 
GT S.S. NUT 
GT S.S. NUT 
GT S.S. NUT 
GT S.S. NUT 
GT S.S. NUT 
GT S.S. NUT 
S-LINE SS NUT 
voe SHAFT 
voe SHAFT 
voe SHAFT 
voe SHAFT 
voe SHAFT 
. ' 1 
......... 
BAR CELL PART LIST (1-9-86) 
12 "O ANNUAL SAW HRS QT10 HRS QT20 HRS SLANT 40 HRS DRILL HRS 
"ATERIAL USAGE "ATERIAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 
(ft) 
400 4 2 .1 0.20 o.oo 2.00 0.00 0.00 
20 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 
379 11 5.0 0.55 0.00 5.50 0.00 0.00 
400 0 o.o o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
20 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
400 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 
379 0 o.o 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
20 25 13.5 1.25 0.00 12.50 0.00 0.00 
379 31 16.8 1.55 0.00 15.50 0.00 0.00 
~00 0 o.o 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
400 3 1.6 0 .15 0.00 1.50 0.00 0.00 
379 85 46.0 4.25 0.00 42.50 0.00 0.00 
20 34 18.4 1. 70 0.00 17.00 0.00 0.00 
400 0 o.o 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 o.oo 
379 2 1.1 0.10 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 
20 3 1.b 0.15 0.00 1.50 0.00 o.oo 
400 11 4.7 0.55 0.00 5.50 0.00 0.00 
379 440 189.2 22.00 0.00 220.00 0.00 0.00 
20 138 59.3 6.90 0.00 69.00 0.00 0.00 
20 111 40.5 5.55 0.00 55.50 0.00 0.00 
379 306 111.6 15.30 0.00 153.00 0.00 0.00 
400 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
'• 20 1 0.2 0.05 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 
400 1 0.2 0.05 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 
379 4 0.8 0.20 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 
20 208 41.2 8.32 58.24 0.00 0.00 31.20 
711B 0 0.0 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SAE660 2 0.4 0.08 0.00 0.30 o.oo 0.12 
SAE660 1 0.2 0.04 o.oo 0.19 0.00 0.12 
711B 4 0.8 0.24 (1.00 0.92 0.00 0.60 
711B 1 0.2 0.06 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.12 
SAE660 10 2.0 0.40 0.00 1.10 0.00 0.60 
SAE660 4 0.8 0.16 0.00 0.56 o.oo 0.32 
711B 0 0.0 o.oo o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 
20 206 45.1 18.54 55.62 o.oo o.oo 28.84 
379 58 32.6 2.32 o.oo 0.00 17.40 0.00 
400 10 5.6 0.40 o.oo o.oo 3.00 0.00 
20 32 18.0 1.28 o.oo 0.00 9.60 o.oo 
20 149 83.8 4.47 o.oo o.oo 44.70 0.00 
400 7 3.9 0.21 o.oo 0.00 2.10 o.oo 
' i 
PART 
NUNBER 
2807A112GR1A001 
2807A1126R1A002 
2807A1126R1A002 
2807A112SR1A002 
2807A188GR2A001 
2807A1886R2A001 
2807A1886R2A001 
2807A1886R2A002 
2807A188GR2A002 
2807A18BGR2A002 
2807A188GR2A005 
2807A1BBGR2A005 
2807A1886R2A005 
2807A188GR2A007 
2807A188GR2A007 
2807A1886R2A007 
2807A23X313A001 
2807A23X313A001 
2807A23X313A002 
2807A23X313A002 
2807A305AVSB001 
2807A305AVSB001 
2807A305AVSB002 
2807 A30~,AVSB002 
2807A305GRPC001 
2807A311AVSF001 
2807A311AVSF001 
2807A311AVSF004 
2807A311AVSF004 
2807A311AVSF006 
2807A311AVSF006 
2807A311AVS6001 
2807A311AVS6001 
2807A311AVS6002 
2807A311AVS6002 
2807A311AVS6005 
2807A311AVS6005 
2807A3116RPJ001 
2807A3116RPL001 
300S127AAX1E 
-
J 
PART 
FA.HI LY 
voe SHAFT 
voe SHAFT 
voe SHAFT 
voe SHAFT 
voe SHAFT 
voe SHAFT 
voe SHAFT 
voe SHAFT 
voe SHAFT 
voe SHAFT 
voe SHAFT 
voe SHAFT 
voe SHAFT 
voe SHAFT 
voe SHAFT 
voe SHAFT 
HOC SHAFT 
HOC SHAFT 
HOC SHAFT 
HOC SHAFT 
HOC SHAFT 
HOC SHAFT 
HOC SHAFT 
HOC SHAFT 
6RP SHAFT 
HOC SHAFT 
HOC SHAFT 
HOC SHAFT 
HOC SHAFT 
HOC SHAFT 
HOC SHAFT 
HOC SHAFT 
HOC SHAFT 
HOC SHAFT 
HOC SHAFT 
HOC SHAFT 
HOC SHAFT 
6RP SHAFT 
6RP SHAFT 
S-LINE 55 NUT 
BAR CELL PART LIST (1-9-86) 
12 NO ANNUAL SAW HRS OT10 HRS QT20 HRS SLANT 40 HRS DRILL HRS 
NATERIAL USAGE NATERIAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 
(ft) 
379 61 34.3 1.83 0.00 0.00 18.30 0.00 
379 23 12.9 0.69 0.00 0.00 b.90 0.00 
20 12 6.8 0.36 0.00 0.00 3.60 0.00 
400 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
379 153 95.6 7.65 0.00 0.00 53.55 0.00 
400 3 1.9 0.15 0.00 0.00 1.05 0.00 
20 185 115.6 9.25 0.00 0.00 55.50 0.00 
379 5 3.1 0.25 0.00 0.00 1.75 0.00 
20 23 14.4 1.15 0.00 0.00 8.05 0.00 
400 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
20 56 35.0 2.80 0.00 0.00 19.60 0.00 
379 106 66.3 5.30 0.00 0.00 37.10 0.00 
400 4 2.5 0.20 0.00 0.00 1.40 0.00 
20 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
400 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
379 0 0.0 o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
379 0 0.0 o.oo 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 
400 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
320SOO 125 302.1 5.00 0.00 0.00 181.2S 0.00 
379 21 ~.o. a 1.68 0.00 0.00 44.10 0.00 
379 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
400 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
320500 1227 1431.5 24.54 0.00 0.00 368.10 0.00 
379 31 36.2 0.93 0.00 0.00 12.40 0.00 
314 996 1182.8 29.88 0.00 0.00 398.40 0.00 
379 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
400 2 3.2 0.10 0.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 
379 183 289.8 9 .15 0.00 0.00 184.00 0.00 
' 
320SOO 953 1508.9 38.12 0.00 0.00 714.75 0.00 
379 0 o.o 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
320500 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
400 
379 
320SOO b 9.5 0.24 o.oo 0.00 3.90 0.00 
379 0 o.o 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
379 
320SOO 
314 719 1288.2 21.57 0.00 0.00 575.20 0.00 
314 394 738.8 11.82 0.00 0.00 315.20 0.00 
20 117 25.6 11.70 36.27 0.00 0.00 16.38 
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PART 
NUNBER 
300S127LX3 
3005127LX3 
3049A01125DA001 
3049A01125DA001 
3049A01150DA001 
3049A01150DA001 
PART 
FAMILY 
ST S.S. NUT 
GT S.S. NUT 
6TB SS NUT 
6TB SS NUT 
6TB SS NUT 
6TB SS NUT 
BAR CELL PART LIST (1-9-86) 
12 NO ANNUAL SAW HRS QT10 HRS QT20 HRS SLANT 40 HRS DRILL HRS 
"ATERIAL USAGE "ATERIAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 
(ft) 
7118 0 o.o 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SAE660 12 2.6 0.48 0.00 2.16 0.00 0.96 
711B 42 7.4 2.10 10.08 0.00 0.00 4.20 
SAE660 362 b4.1 14.48 0.00 72.40 0.00 36.20 
SAEb60 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
711B 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 
---------------
---------------
---------------
---------------
---------------
---------------
---------------
---
--~------------------------------
----------------------------------
--------------------~------------
--------
TOTALS>>>>>>>>>>>>> 1107.46 1787.77 2119.10 3082. 90 470.21 
.j 
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APPENDIX B 
This appendix contains a cross sectional drawing and 
major dimensional variables within all part families. The 
purpose of this appendix is to provide the reader with a 
reference to enable understanding of the machining method 
descriptions. 
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&BAJTS-IOC PUIP 
--·· ~.-lf.-· -----~.---+---'1---tr-----:-- ....;......t~ -'----.._). ~~IHH~===~·~ 
L - ___ J 
PART NOMBKR 
2807A305AVSB002 
2807A311AVS¥006 
2807 A23I31.3B002 
.A. ·B· ·c· 
LIP SIAL RADIAL BRG !Al 
DIAMITiR DIAftlTiR OD 
1.1730 
2.1490 
2.7500 
1.1816 1.3300 
2.1660 2.4400 
2.8750 3.0600 
.,. 
THRUST BRG SMAP RING TBRIAD 
DIAMKTIR GBOOVI DIA!ETIR LIIGTB 
0.9848 0.9800 - 11.750 
2.1660 2.0600 2.156-18 17.380 
2.8750 2.7550 - 23.875 
UNITS IM IRCBIS 
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-:1 
'\ 
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PART IU!BIR 
2807A305GRPC001 
2807A311GRPJ001 
2807A3116RPL001 
llln-llP HIP 
I 
' I
8 I (._ D -... i:- _.- ~---..If· 
-
-
. . 
...... 1-t...-::.. -::l 
' • 
' . I 
·t· ·e· ·c· ·o· ·1· ·,· 
THRUST BRG BAI IADIAL LIP SIAL IIIT POLY BASI OYIRALL 
DIA~ITIR DIAMKTIR BRG DIA DIABITIR DIAMITIR DIABETIR LIKGTH 
0.9848 1.3300 1.1816 1.1730 0.8750 0.8050 9.4(20 
2.1660 2.4400 2.1660 2.1490 1.6240 1.3750 17.3800 
2.1660 2.4400 2.1660 2.1490 1.6240 1.3750 21.1250 
UNITS II IICHIS 
..... 
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IIIJT ILIIYIS-IICllllC&L SllL TIPI-IOC PUIP 
TBBO LOIG SHORT BAI OYIRALL 
PART IUKBIR BOBI C'BORI C'BORI OD LIRGTH 
1895!1621181001 1.312 1.626 1.562 2.000 5.120 . 
1895!1621181002 1.312 1.626 1.562 2.000 3.000 
1895A175l21B001 1.312 1.751 1.562 2.250 5.120 
1895A175l21B002 1.312 1.751 1.562 2.250 2.940 
1895A8751111001 0.687 0.875 0.937 1.250 4.000 
1895A875I11l002 0.687 0.875 0.937 1.250 2.090 
1895A200I23A001 1.752 2.001 - 2.500 6.120 
1895A200I23A003 1.752 2.001 - 2.500 6.120 
UNITS II IICBIS 
• 
··' 
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I 
,., , 
lllrt SLll,IS-STIAIGIT TIPI-IOC POIP 
ID. ' ' ' ~ ._ ' ' -- ...- - ~ " ' I • ,-
. 
M----t---+- - -
- II 
--- .. 
'-i" '-... ·• . I 
' 1'. " " ' .,- ' - ' ~ ,. ... - .... '- ' 
PART IUKBIR 
l895A162I18D003 
l895A175I21A003 
l895A875I11D003 
. ' 
~ 
THRO LOMG SHORT OllRALL 
BORE C'BORK C'BORE OD LINGTB 
1.312 1.626 1.562 1.875 5.120 
1.312 0.175 1.562 2.125 5.120 
0.687 0.875 8.937 1.125 4.000 
UBITS II IICBIS 
.. 
.. 
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PART IOBBIR 
A2949R000112A006 
A2949R000112B001 
l2949R000125A004 
A2949R000138B001 
A2949R000150A009 
A2949R000150B002 
A2949R000175A003 
A2949R000200A004 
l2949R000212A005 
A2949R000212A006 
A2949R000238A006 
A2949R000262A006 
A2949R000275A002 
A2949R000300A001 
A2949R000325A004 
D3103523 
D451097 
D450366 
- ( 
. ' ; 
• • 
J 
!IIOIT 18SIIIGS·IS P81P 
" 
I • '..,... 
' 
( 
• 
._ _____ ____ 
• 
SBA LL OD ID OD 
IOLIS OD ID DIA!ITIR LINGTB UrCUT UrCOT 
1.998 1.127 1.748 2.250 - - -
1.997 1.128 1.610 2.190 1.880 1.250 4 
1.998 1.252 1.748 2.500 - - -
2.622 1.378 2.235 2. 750 2.500 1.500 4 
2.747 1.503 2.498 2.000 - - -
2.622 1.503 2.235 2.750 2.500 1.620 
' 2.747 1.753 2.498 2.000 - - -
2.747 2.003 2.498 2.000 - - -
2.747 2.126 2.498 2.000 - - -
3.372 2. 128 2.997 2.000 - - -
3.372 2.378 2.997 2.000 - - -
3.372 2.628 2.997 2.000 - - -
3.997 2.754 3.747 2.500 - - -
3.997 3.004 3.747 2.500 - - -
3.997 3.254 3. 7 47 2.500 - - -
1.998 1.253 1.611 2 .190 1.875 1.375 4 
1.998 1.002 1.610 2.190 1.875 1.125 4 
2.622 1.753 2.235 2.750 2.500 1.875 4 
OBITS II IICBIS 
' ' 
. . _', 
. . ' ) 
.. ·.!· '• 
' '·1, 
' '> ; 
.\ - ' . 1.I . 
., ,,._I. i •' 1'·, ' ' • 
~. 
- . 
. . 
. . (. ' 
. ·.'.,,,,··' . 
· t, I 
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•;r . 
, 
I 
• 
ITlfJIIG IOI IUSIIIGS-IS PIIP 
PART IU!BIR OD ID 
2455R000100A003 1.997 1.003 
2455R000112A003 1.997 1.128 
2455R000125A003 1.997 1.253 
2455R000138A001 2.247 1.378 
2455R000150A006 2.247 1.503 
2455R000175A001 2.622 1. 153 
UNITS IN IICBIS 
i . 
.. 
I. 
,87 
, 
. . 
. , 
LINGTB 
1.88 
1.88 
1.18 
1.5 
1.5 
1. 5 
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f' 
.. ...-...-~- fi' '-, - __ ., • I • ... •• ........... 
• 
IIIG IDAPTIIS-IS PIIP 
. ' ' 
PART IU!BIR OD ID LIIGTB 
A1625R000050A001 3.500 1.380 1.440 
A1625R000110A006 4.000 1.750 1.440 
A1625R000180A003 4.T50 2.250 1.440 
A1625R000220A001 4.750 2.500 1.440 
A1625R000280A003 5.750 2.560 1.940 
A1625R000350A002 5.150 3.000 1.940 
A1625R000475A001 6.000 3.500 2.000 
UNITS IN IICHIS 
.... 
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, . 
, . 
/ / 
PART IO!BIR 
A1661R000188A001 
A1661R000188A002 
. I 
. 
.. 
IITAIIIIG IIIGS-IS PIIP 
Ill TIRIAD ID OD 
OD ID BORI TllllAD GROOVI GROOYI LIIGTB 
2.750 1.440 1.740 1 3/8-8 1.91 I .25 2.5 I .44 2.120 
2.750 1.120 1.740 1 3/8-8 1.91 I .25 2.5 I .44 2.120 
OBITS II IICBIS 
... 
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PART IU!BIR 
A0975R000125A004 
A0975R000150A004 
A0975R000175A002 
A0975R000200A003 
&0975R000212A003 
A0975R000238A004 
A0975R000262A002 
A0975R000275A002 
A0975R000300A001 
A0975R000325A003 
I • 
I ' 
I 
IL&IDS-IS PIIP 
., f• ·' 
"'"• -- -,. / 
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SBALL OYIRALL JACI OD OD 
TURN TBIIAD LIIGTB IOLIS BOLIS O'CUT BOIi 
2.000 2 3/8-8 2.000 - 4 - 1.440 
2.190 2 3/4-8 3.000 8 - 2 1/2 I 1/2 1.560 
2.750 3 1/8-8 1.500 - 4 - 1.810 
2.750 3 1/8-8 2.000 - 4 - 2.060 
2.T50 3 1/8-8 1.500 - 4 - 2.190 
3.500 3 3/4-8 1.750 - 4 - 2.440 
3.500 3 3/4-8 1.750 - 4 - 2.690 
4.000 4 1/4-8 1.750 - 4 - 2.810 
4.000 4 1/4-8 1.750 - 4 - 3.060 
4.000 4 1/4-8 1.750 - 4 - 3.310 
UNITS II IICBIS 
. .. 
90 
.1 
PART NUNBER 
3118R000112A005 
3118R000125A004 
3118R000150A005 
3118R000175A002 
311BR000200A003 
3118R000212A005 
3118R000212A006 
3118R000238A005 
3118R000262A006 
311BR000275A005 
3118R000300A004 
3118R000325A004 
' 
.,, . 
FOLLOIIER RIN6S·HS PUNP 
• 
-+--+-- - ___,,Aj 
OD 
1.998 
1.998 
2.747 
2.747 
2.747 
2.747 
3.372 
3.372 
3.372 
3.996 
3.996 
3.996 
OD 
U'CUT 
1.88 
1.88 
2.62 
2.62 
2.62 
2.69 
3.25 
3.25 
3.25 
3.88 
3.88 
3.88 
• 
ID 
1.127 
1.252 
1.503 
1.753 
2.003 
2.128 
2.128 
2.378 
2.628 
2.754 
3.004 
. 3. 253 
UNITS IN INCHES 
.. 
I, 
91 
,. 
• ' • •• ~ .. - •• , ....... I , •• .,... A I •.• I I I •• I ......... -
• 
. ' 
ID OD 
U'CUT LENSTH HOLES 
1.25 1.62 2 
1.38 1.62 2 
1.62 1.75 2 
1.88 1.75 2 
2.12 1.75 2 
2.19 1.75 4 
2.25 1. 75 4 
2.5 1.75 4 
2.75 1.75 4 
2.88 1.75 4 
3.12 1. 75 4 
3.38 1.75 4 
". I • 
PART IOKBKR 
B2008R000125B005 
B2008R000200B006 
B2008R000200B007 
B2008R000262B006 
B2008R000325B004 
STOJFIIG 10116-IS PUIP 
. ~R.E..~IC- ~H,1'.1=> 
C.OR.N~ n,: R... M"'-X• 
_________ ....... 
rLARGK ID 
OD OD ID TBRIAD LINGTB 
3.500 4.000 2.000 2 3/8-8 5.250 
3.875 4.500 2.750 3 1/8-8 5.250 
4.375 4.750 2.750 3 1/8-8 5.750 
5.125 5.500 3.375 3 3/4-8 5.250 
6.625 6.000 4.000 4 1/4-8 5.500 
OMITS IM INCHES 
92 
SHAFT SLEEVE NUT6-6T PUftP 
... 
THREAD 
PART NUKBER OD BORE LENGTH THREAD 
1255127FX3 1.885 1.317 1.250 1 3/8-18 
125S127FX8 1.750 1.317 1.250 1 3/8-18 
137S127PX1 1.750 1.317 1.810 1 3/8-18 
150S127CX1B 2.062 1.503 1.380 1 9/16-18 
1505127CX9 1.875 1.506 1.250 1 9/16-18 
162S127CX1B 2.490 1.692 1.687 1 3/4-18 
162S127CX10A 2.375 1.692 1.690 1 3/4-18 
2005127CX1 2.813 2.050 1.880 2 1/8-10 
2005127CX10A 2.590 2.015 1.880 2 1/B-10 
2255127FX1B 3.032 2.280 2.000 2 3/8-10 
225S127FX3B 3.000 2.280 2.000 2 3/8-10 
300S127LX3 4.187 3.390 2.190 3 1/2-10 
1505126CX1 2.250 1.570 1.250 1 5/8-18 
1505126FX1 2.000 1.381 1.187 1 7/16-18 
1625126AX1 2.490 1.773 1.375 1 7/8-10 
UNITS IN INCHES 
... 
93 .,. 
. ·1 
j 
. ! 
. '~· ' ( 
PART NUNBER 
3049A1125DA001 
3049A1SOODA001 
1 ... 
SHAFT SLEEVE NUTS-&TB PUIIP 
•· , 
OD ID 
OD 
6ROOVE THREAD LENGTH 
1.500 1.035 1.38 X .19 11/9-12 
1.980 1.410 1.75 X .19 11/2-12 
UNITS IN INCHES 
• 
••• 
. ' 
94 
1.750 
1.880 
. . 
·, 
. . ;.,,· . 
PART IUMBKR 
l50S1278I1f 
200S127ACI1f 
250S127Tl1Y 
300S127AAI11 
300S127LI3 
&IAfT ILIIYI IUT6-S-LI11 PDIP 
TBRIAD 
BORI TBRIAD LINGTB C'BORI OD 
1.419 11/2-12 1.875 1.503 2.000 
1.919 2-12 1.875 2.030 2.500 
2.419 2 1/2-12 2.125 2.506 3.250 
2.919 3-12 2.125 3.060 3.745 
3.390 3 1/2-10 2.190 3.506 4.187 
UNITS IN IICHES 
' .. 
95 
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VITA 
The author is the son of Sherwood c. and Nancy A. 
Brong of Bethlehem, Pa. He was born on October 21, 1958 and 
raised in the Bethlehem area, until graduating from Liberty 
High School • in 1976. He attended the U.S. Naval Academy 
until 1979, when he transferred to Lehigh University and 
graduated with a Bachelor of Science Degree in Industrial 
Engineering in 1981. 
Since graduation, Mr. Brong worked for the Ingersoll-
Rand Company in Allentown, Pa., most recently as Manager of 
Manufacturing Engineering. In early 1987, he accepted a new 
position with the Bell+Howell Company as an Advanced Manu-
facturing Engineer. 
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